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The Spin Response of 40Ca at 500 and 580 MeV

by

Andrew Allan Green

ABSTRACT

A set of spin-transfer coefficients have been measured for inelastic proton scattering

from 40Ca at momentum transfers q=0.56fm~] and q=0.85fm~1 and excitation ener-

gies between 30 and 40 MeV. Values for the total spin-flip probability, Sn n , and its

longitudinal, SL, and transverse, Sr, components are derived and compared to theoret-

ical values. Strong enhancements above the free nucleon-nucleon values are observed in

Snn and SL at q=0.56fm~1 and are well described by a distorted wave impulse approx-

imation calculation which includes random-phase-approximation correlations. In the

light of the importance of distortions in explaining the data, the validity of previous

deductions (i.e., of the fraction of the total excitation strength due to AS=1 transitions

from Snn) is discussed.

XUl



Chapter 1

Introduction

More stringent tests of nuclear models are being sought continually. Modelling the

excitation energy and momentum transfer dependencies of cross-sections at different

incident energies is generally easier than doing so for analyzing powers. In a similar

fashion, the spin-flip probability, Snn for inelastic proton scattering is an even more

sensitive parameter by which nuclear structure and nuclear reactions may be studied.

In the present work both Snn and its longitudinal, Si, and transverse, Sy, components

are studied. Here in the introduction, we review the background and motivation for

the present study. Formal definitions of the terms introduced and detailed discussion

of many of the topics briefly mentioned are presented in later chapters.

Snn is a measure of spin excitation strength in nuclei, a basic nuclear structure

feature. The nuclear structure aspect can, however, be clouded by reaction mechanism

effects. Measuring Snn may also yield information about the mixing of delta resonances

with low-lying states. SL and Sr measurements may be used to study pion condensation

in the nucleus. As in analyzing power measurements, the effects of relativity in the

nucleus may be discerned.

Spin excitations are generally not easily measured due to the sophistication of ex-

perimental equipment needed to measure Snn. Such equipment is available at the high-

resolution spectrometer (HRS) experimental area at the Los Alamos Meson Physics

Facility (LAMPF).1 A polarized beam is necessary to make an in-depth study of nu-

clear spin phenomena. With an unpolarized beam only the differential cross-section (a),

and induced polarization (P) may be measured, whereas a polarized beam allows study

of the analyzing power (Ay) and all polarization transfer observables (Aj). A large

spectrometer is needed if these parameters are to be studied at incident energies of a



few hundred MeV. The strength of the magnetic field in the spectrometer is necessary

to momentum disperse the scattered particles, facilitating the measurement of these

observables as functions of excitation energy (w). To study the momentum transfer (q)

dependencies a large arm spectrometer is needed. A large acceptance spectrometer is

then useful in maintaining a workable solid angle. To measure the polarization of the

scattered particles they must be rescattered after striking the experimental target. The

particle trajectories before and after this second scattering are best determined by a

polarimeter at the exit of the spectrometer.

The spin-flip probability is simply the probability that the projection of the spin of

the projectile proton is flipped as it scatters. If the projection axis is normal (n) to the

scattering plane, it can be written as

Snn = f'ip + nofiip • L 1

AS > 2 excitations are not possible in nucleon scattering. In the absence of distortions,

if the nucleus goes into an excited state which does not involve a change in the spin

quantum number, (AS=0), then the projectile cannot have its spin flipped, and so

Snn = 0. In the case of a AS=1 excitation one has 0 <Snn < 1. It is reasonable to

write

where a is the spin-flip probability for a pure AS=0 transition and 0 < a < 1. If a is

known, Snn is a measure of the AS=1 fraction of the scattering cross-section. Typically

a lies in the range 0.4-0.6. Snn for free nucleon-nucleon (NN) scattering decreases with

increasing incident energy: the isospin-averaged value is about 0.25 at 300 MeV, 0.1 at

500 MeV, and 0.05 at 800 MeV.

In scattering from a nucleus, Snn can be quite different from its free value. If most

excitations are AS=0, then the nuclear value, S^n, is less than the free value, S£"e.

However, if AS=1 transitions dominate, then Sj*n >S^ e e . The variation from the free

value is determined by the nuclear structure, which in turn determines the nuclear

response.

Interest in spin-flip probability measurements in the (p,p') scattering continuum



followed the inability to find predicted2"8 localized magnetic dipole (Ml) strength

in high-resolution (e,e') scattering experiments.9*10 The first report of concentrated

strength11 came from poorer resolution (p,p') scattering experiments. This result was

confirmed and evidence seen of higher multipole excitations in the form of a surprisingly

strong spin-transfer strength observed12'13 in the 7 to 25 MeV excitation energy region

in ^Zr . These studies led the Rutgers group and its collaborators into the investigation

of the spin response in the nuclear continuum up to about 50 MeV.

Particularly important are the data14'15 for 40Ca at small momentum transfers at

318 and 800 MeV. In Figure 1.1 are the Snn data for momentum transfers near q=0.5

and 0.9 fin"1. Also included in the figure (dashed lines) are the appropriate free nucleon-

nucleon values. The differences between the nuclear and the free values are dramatic.

At the larger momentum transfer value, Snn scarcely exceeds the free value above an

excitation w=30 MeV; at the lower value it does so substantially. An enhancement is

said to be observed in the latter case. The Snn value is enhanced by roughly 50% at 318

MeV and by about a factor of four at 800 MeV in the energy region u>=30 to 40 MeV.

An enhancement is also observed in other nuclei17 at similar energies and momentum

transfers. Data are available for 12C, 40<44-48Ca (17~19), 54Fe (»> and ^Zr <12'13>. The

enhancement is not observed at smaller or larger momentum transfers. Understanding

the observed enhancement is the principal motivation for the present work.

A simple model assumes that one may decompose21 cross-sections for AS=i tran-

sitions into reaction (free nucleon-nucleon cross-section, o(ree) and structure (nuclear

response function, /,-) parts:

where N e / / is the effective number of micleons interacting in the scattering. All the

nuclear structure effects are embodied in /,•; for a non-interacting Fermi gas / , = 1 . If

one defines the relative nuclear response as:

Rs s 4 7 T
( + /o)

one has a measure of the relative response of the nucleus to the different spin-transfer

channels. For a non-interacting Fermi gas R$ is 0.5. Equations 1.2-4 can be used to
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solve for Rs in terms of Snn:

This can only be done with knowledge of the a{Tee and aA. As a first approximation,

aA is assumed to be equal to o / r e e , the free NN-scattering value which is given in terms

of the coefficients of the M-matrix.22

In Figure 1.2 the values of Rs determined from Snn data for 40Ca are plotted as a

function of w assuming aA = a^Tee. The a{Tee and a^ree are calculated from Arndt

phase-shift solutions.23 The figure shows that the nuclear response is very different from

a Fermi gas, and is strongly dominated by AS=1 transitions at high u.

This determination of R5 assumes Snn is insensitive to the effects of relativity, Fermi

motion, multistep processes, distortion and other nuclear reaction effects which might

cloud the relationship between the relative AS=1 strength and Sn n . If Sn n is indeed

robust in this sense, any structure seen in plots of R5 as a function of w will be due to

intrinsic nuclear structure. In Figure 1.2 the data sets near q=0.5fm -1 at 318 and 800

MeV are both plotted in the upper half; sets for q=0.9fm~1 at the same energies are

shown in the lower half. Notice that the shape of the R5 curves are essentially the same,

independent of incident energy. This is more obvious at the lower momentum transfer.

Since the reaction mechanism differs markedly at 318 and 800 MeV, one might infer

that the shape of the R5 curves is indeed indicative of nuclear structure, corroborating

the robustness assumption.

Calculations of the sizes of nuclear reaction effects, which might change Sn n from

its free value, also indicated most to be small. Horowitz and Iqbal calculated24 the

relativistic mass change due to strong vector and scalar fields. Their calculations from

the Dirac equation suggest relativistic effects to be small. Fermi motion is determined

to have a small effect.25"27 Two-step processes are estimated14'15 to produce at most

a 0.02 increase in Sn n at u = 40MeV. Early calculations by Smith28 suggested that

distortion effects were very small. There was, thus, strong evidence for assuming Snn

to be unaffected by reaction mechanisms - the explanation for the enhancement siiouid

be sought in nuclear structure calculations.
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Boucher et al.29, in attempting to explain the enhancement in Snn at 318 MeV, made

use of a schematic model30 in which a limited number of basis states were allowed. The

cross-section for proton-nucleus scattering is assumed to be so dominated by AS=AT=0

and AS=AT=1 transitions that other channels can be ignored with impunity. Only

a 0+ and a 2+ state are considered in the AS=AT=0 channel. These two states are

assumed to exhaust all of the sum rule strength in this channel. Energies of 23 MeV

and 16 MeV are assumed for the 0+ and 2+ states, respectively. In the AS=AT=1

channel only 1+ , 2+ , 3 + and 0", 1~, 2~ states are assumed to exhaust the Suzuki sum

rule. The energies chosen are 35 MeV for the first group of states, and 20 MeV for

the second group. A strong enhancement above the free value is predicted in Snn in

the appropriate region. Despite the success, it should be borne in mind that a number

of assumptions go into this model. Firstly, the 0+ state has not been conclusively

observed. Secondly, the energies for the different states are somewhat determined by

the author, yet these energies are important in the positioning of the spin-flip strength

in the excitation spectrum. Overall the model does well considering its simplicity, with

only a few states in each channel and only two channels.

R.D.Smith14'26 treats the nucleus as a semi-infinite slab of interacting particles31'32

with correlations determined by the random phase approximation (RPA). This model

emphasizes the surface-peaked nature of proton-nucleus scattering. Despite being un-

able to supply the kind of detail possible with a finite nucleus RPA calculation, it has

described gross features well in a number of nuclei over the incident energy range 300

to 800 MeV. In predicting cross-sections and spin-flip cross-sections, which are more

sensitive to reaction effects than Snn, at 318 MeV in 40Ca at a momentum transfer of

0.5fm-1 it does rather poorly. Surprisingly, their ratio, Snn, is well described below 20

MeV and not badly at higher excitations. At the higher excitations an enhancement is

predicted, but the data exceed the prediction by over 30% or 0.1 at w=35 MeV,

In both of these calculations the enhanced Snn values can be attributed more to a

depletion of AS=0 strength than to an excess of AS=l strength at high u. Sum rules

suggest roughly complete exhaustion16-19'33 of AS=0 strength at excitation energies

below 25 MeV. At higher w, <TAS=O is thus small. The small denominator in equation 1.2



yields enhanced Snn value. This interpretation predicts equal enhancements of the spin

longitudinal and spin transverse components, S/, and ST, respectively. Measurement

of these components at low q, where SnA is enhanced, is a good test of this model.

This is the subject of this thesis. Snn can be separated into spin longitudinal and spin

transverse contributions by measuring the spin-transfer observables34 D,J:

SL = | [ ( 1 - Dnn) + (Dst - Dn)sec{6lab)] 1.6a

ST = \[(1 - Dnn) - (D3S - DrisecMab)] . 1.6fc

Near 500 MeV all spin-transfer coefficients can be measured with reasonable efficiency,

allowing determination of SL and ST from the definitions above.

SL and ST have previously been measured34'35 for quasi-free scattering at 500 MeV

and q=1.75f'a~1 for 2H, 40Ca and 208Pb. Their motivation was a search for pionic (spin-

longitudinal) correlations in nuclei, an effect predicted only in this high-q region. The

ratio of SL/ST, normalized to the free NN ratio, was measured to be less than unity, in

contradiction to the predictions of many models.36 Distortions have been shown to be

important in reducing the ratio of SL/ST at high q. We shall explore their importance

at low q. With the present data it was hoped that a consistent description of SL/ST

could be obtained for both hard and soft collisions.

In this thesis the introduction is followed sequentially by a development of the

formalism, a description of the method, a presentation of the results, a discussion of

theoretical models, and a conclusion. Chapter 2 introduces the formalism and language

needed for a discussion of the results. It starts from basic scattering and the Schrodinger

equation, and leads to expressions for experimentally measurable quantities. These

quantities are directly related to the spin-flip probability, Snn, and its components. In

Chapter 3 the experimental equipment and procedure are described. Explanations are

given for the method of determination of all quantities needed to measure the total spin-

response and its longitudinal and transverse components. Sources of error are carefully

discussed. An analysis of the data and the results stemming therefrom are presented

in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5 a number of theoretical models are discussed. The present

work is put into the context of the general study of spin-transfer in the continuum.

8



Unsolved problems and unexplained features are pointed out. Chapter 6 introduces a

recent theoretical advance which adds to the understanding of the present data. Results

from this new calculation are compared with the data presented in Chapter 4. Chapter

7 presents some concluding remarks and suggestions for future efforts to further the

understanding of spin excitations in the continuum.



Chapter 2

Formalism

A development of the formalism within which the experimental results will be presented

is given in this chapter. Starting with the time-independent Schrodinger wave equation

and nucleon-nucleon scattering theory we introduce, derive expressions for, and discuss

spin transfer observables. These observables are given in terms of measurable quantities.

All necessary reference frames are introduced.

2.1 The Schrodinger Wave Equation

The Schrodinger wave equation is often used as a first step to describe nuclear scattering.

It has limitations: it works best in the non-relativistic energy regime which is clearly

not the case for 500 MeV proton scattering (7 « 1.5) and it neglects three-body forces

(not thought to be significant here37).

Consider a proton scattering off a nucleus. Using a wave-function $ to describe the

system one may write:

A

{Kproton + Hnucleu3 + J2 Vi,proton)V = EV 2.1
1=1

where KpToton is the proton kinetic energy operator, Hnucieus is the Hamiltonian describ-

ing the nucleus containing A nucleons, Vi>proton is the potential between the incident

proton and the tth nucleon, and E is the total energy of the proton-nucleus system.

In the case of a nucleus with a J=0 ground-state (the case for 40Ca which has closed

neutron and proton shells) one tries an asymptotic solution of the form:38'39

N r - eikr

£ {k? +
r - eik \

¥,•-00 = £ Crfj {etk? + MJXinddentj 2.2

where Cj is the normalization constant for the jth excited state, r is the position of the

10



proton relative to the nucleus and k is the momentum of the proton. The i}>j are the nu-

clear wave-functions, namely solutions to Hnucleus^j — t^ji and Xinddent is the spinor

describing the incoming proton. M is the scattering matrix and transforms the incident

spin state into the scattered spin state, which is defined as Xscattered = ^Xinddent- M

contains all the nucleon-nucleon interaction information for the scattering; Xtcattered

contains all the spin and angular information for the scattered proton.

2.2 Nucleon-nucleon Scattering

To derive an expression for M one introduces a basis for a reference frame that will

be referred to as the nucleon frame. This frame is not that in which experimental

quantities are determined, but is useful in studying nuclear scattering on a microscopic

level. One ha.-; as basis vectors:

_ k-k' _ kxk' _ k + k'
X ~ | k + k'| y ~ | k + k'| Z ~ | k + k'|

where k is the initial momentum vector of the projectile, k' the final; see Figure 2.1 for

a pictorial representation.

The components of the nucleon-nucleon interaction matrix M are made up of com-

binations of the spin vectors of the target and projectile and the basis vectors defined

above. Let the projectile spin be sp and the target spin be s(. Note the following prop-

erties of the basis vectors: under reflection or time reversal k =>• - k , and k' =*• —k' and

therefore z =>• - z , x => —x but y => y. The spin operators sp and s t change sign under

time reversal. M must be constructed only from terms which obey the Pauli exclusion

principle and are time and space reversal invariant. The strong interaction conserves

parity.40 The most general form is:38

M = A + B(sp-y) x (st -y) + C(sp + s t ) - y + D(sp - st) -y

+E(sp • x)(st • x) -(- F(sp • z)(s( • z) . 2.4

In this work the incident and scattered particles are identical, so, for the exclusion

principle to hold one must have D=0. The other amplitudes are used extensively in

theory (KMT41, Glauber42) but are not directly measurable. What are measurable

11



Figure 2.1: Scattering co-ordinate system(x, y, z) in terms of initial and final projectile
momenta k and k', respectively.

12



though are linear combinations of these amplitudes. Some useful combinations are

derived later in this chapter, but for now we note that the terms with the coefficients E

and F are the spin-longitudinal and spin transverse parts of the interaction, respectively.

The definitions of 'longitudinal' and 'transverse' are relative to the momentum transfer

direction x (see equations 2.3 above).

2.3 Scattering Theory

Having established a co-ordinate system we consider a general scattering experiment.

A flux of incident protons, Fincidenti impinges upon a target. Some protons scatter

at an angle 0 and are detected a distance r away by a detector of area A. The solid

angle defined by the detector is dQ. The number, dN, of protons which are detected is

proportional to the solid angle of the detector and to the incident flux. The flux through

the detector, Fscauered, is simply dN/A. The differential cross-section is defined as:

**•" 2 *• s c a t t e r e d -. -
a = 3/n ? o r ff = r X — 2.5

all X rincident * incident

Quantum mechanically, the particle flux is given by:38*43

j? = |\S|fV(\Sl) — $V($^ ) | 2.6
2im I

where the system has a wave-function $ = $(f) given by equation 2.2, the particle has

a mass m, and the flux is evaluated at a position f.

Using this expression for both the incident and the scattered fluxes and assuming

the N states are orthogonal one has:

hk N

\F\inddent = ~ Z) CiCj^jX^neUentjXnuAkntJ 2.7a

I P I — _____ Y^r>t/-'.,/»t,/,.vt v o "h
\* \scattered — 2 2L* 3 iTJ'rjXscaiteTed jXscattered-j —. . IDm r i==1

and so a = \Xscattered\2 assuming the incident proton spin wave-function is normalized

to one (i.e., \Xinddent\2 = !)•
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2.4 Traces and Density Matrices

Following the methods of References 38 and 44, one can arrive at the same results as

in the previous section using a density matrix pj defined as

2.8

( the 6,- are different and irrelevant here) for a two-component spinor

Xj
\«27/

Note that one may either use a four-component spinor or a pair of two-component

spinors to describe a two-particle system. Here the latter approach is followed with one

spinor referring to the projectile and another to the target. From equation 2.S one can

see that

* 2 = xUj 2.9

Recalling the orthogonality of the N states, one may introduce an average density matrix

p. The measurements are derived from large numbers of events and so averaging is valid:

1 N 1 N

P=-Nf12Pi = XX* where x = -7= Y^Xj 2.10
JV i = i V J N j=i

So if x = Xscattered then o = Tr(pscaitered)- It can be shown44 with some algebra that

for some arbitrary operator O its expectation value in a state x is:

This equation will be used to derive expressions for spin observables.

2.5 Introducing the D,j

If one expands the density matrix for the incident beam in terms of the Pauli spin

matrices one has:

Pincident = Yl Ci<Ti where Cj = - < O\ incident 2.12
i=0,x,y,z
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and « = 0 refers to unpolarized beam; OQ is the unit matrix 1, and CQ — 1/2. The

expectation values of the Pauli spin matrices, o",-, are simply the beam polarization

components p^eam in the (i = a;,y,2)-direction yielding:44

Pinoident = \{1 + £ it""*) = \& + P *"* ' *) 2.13

Using this, one obtains an expression for the cross-section:44'45

a = Tr(pacattered) = 7 > [ M [ | ( 1 + p beam • eOJM*] 2.14

For unpolarized beam, the cross-section is given by au = |T r (MM' ) and so one can

rewrite the general cross-section (p beam ^ 0) as:

KJ4,-) 2.15

where the analyzing power in the i-direction is

"*- Tr(MMt)

Let us now introduce p^ =< CTJ >Jcattered to represent the polarization components

of the scattered beam. Substituting O = a and x = Xscattercd in equation 2.11 one gets:

2.17
^scattered)

where

P j W = Tr(MMt) a n d D l J = Tr(MMt) ' 2"1 8

For unpolarized beam p'- = T>j(6). Therefore, Pj(0) is the induced polarization in

the scattered j-directio.n from the scattering of CTI unpolarized beam. The matrix

elements D{j relate the magnitudes of the i-component of the polarized incident beam

to the j-component of the polarized scattered beam and are known as the Wolfenstein

parameters.45

To discuss the properties of the analyzing power and the spin transfer observables,

it is convenient to introduce other co-ordinate systems. During an experiment one is

not fortunate enough to be able to measure quantities in the nucleon frame introduced

earlier and used until now. Let the incident beam of protons initially be considered in
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a frame (so, no,lo) where lo is parallel to the beam direction, so is also in the plane of

the floor but perpendicular to the beam direction, no completes a right-handed triad

(no = lo X §o) and is perpendicular to the floor plane. This is the frame in which

the incident beam polarization is measured and is called the beam frame. Normal

(reverse) n-type polarization is in the direction of no (-no); normal (reverse) s-type in

the direction of so ( —so). The scattered proton need not emerge with a trajectory in

the so-lo-plane (the nominal scattering plane) and so to keep the scattering in a plane

one introduces the incident frame which maintains the normal vector perpendicular to

the scattering plane. The incident system, (s, n,l), has 1 parallel to lo. s and n are

both rotated from so and no by the out-of-plane scattering angle TJ (see Figure 2.2).

It is generally not convenient to measure the polarization of the scattered proton in

the (s,n,l) system so one introduces the (s',n', 1') system which is called the scattered

frame. Further discussion follows in Section 2.7.

Invoking symmetry arguments44'45 one can draw a number of conclusions about the

A{, Pj and D.-y. In equations 2.16 and 2.18 the i-direction is measured in the incident

frame; the j-direction in the scattered frame. In these two frames parity invariance

forces As and Ai to be zero so that only An survives and is known as the analyzing .

power, Ay. Further, parity conservation demands that Ps>{0) and Pi'(0) be zero; we use

the nomenclature P(0) for Pn'(0) and call it the induced polarization. Finally, parity

conservation requires that the Dij which contain an odd number of 1,1', s or s' indices

be zero. So

Dn3. = Dan, = DnV = DM = 0 . 2.19

Note that for the experiment we have moved away from the nucleon frame (x,y, z),

which was best suited to seeing the properties of the terms in the M-matrix and for

doing calculations. In Section 2.6 we revert to the nucleon frame to derive analytical

expressions, but before doing so it is useful to gain some physical insight into the

meaning of the various quantities introduced above.

Let us define a y-axis along the normal (ft) to the scattering frame and consider

measurements with a 100% polarized beam, either parallel (+) or antiparallel (-) to

16
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Figure 2.2: Experimental incident and scattered reference systems.
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this axis. The total (or unpolarized) scattering cross-secticn can then be written as

au = -[<r++ + <T+_ + a-+ + <r—] , 2.20

where the first subscript on the partial cross-sections refer to the polarization slate

of the incident particle and the second to that of the scattered particle. The induced

polarization in equations 2.18, P(0), is

2ouP(6) = <T++ + <T_+ - <r+_ - <r__ , 2.21

that is, 2auP(6) is the difference between the number of scattered particles with spin up

and the number with spin down; the contributions from the incident spin direction are

summed, as they are in an unpolarized beam. In a time reversed manner, the analyzing

power Ay is measured with a polarized incident beam, but the outgoing polarization is

not measured and so the two contributions are added:

1ouAy = <7++ + 0"+- — <7-+ — o . 2.22

In this thesis the spin-flip probability normal to the reaction plane Snn is often

considered. It is given by

'2auSnn = <r+_ + <r_+ . 2.23

Snn is closely related to Dn n in equation 2.18. This is demonstrated below. With a

beam polarized in the + direction one can measure the polarization of the scattered

particle with a polarized beam:

p ' n + = - = — where <r+ = au(l + Ay) . 2.24

Using equation 2.17 it can be written in terms of P{9) and Dn n as:

Dnn = ^ i p ; + - P(8) . 2.25

Writing this out in terms of partial cross-sections one obtains:

Dnn = — —[ -] - [—±± ^- — : ^ ] , 2.26

so

2auDnn = 0"++ + a — o^ — a j . . 2.27
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Thus, if the spin of the particle never flips Dnn = 1; if it always flips Dnn = —1 and so

for the spin-flip probability, normal to the scattering plane, one has

Snn = | ( 1 - Dnn) . 2.28

Similar formulae can be written for axes in the scattering plane; they are simpler

since the induced polarization and the analyzing power are zero along axes in plane. In

the scattering plane a++ — a and cr+_ = <7_+. For example,

ouDn — CT++ - cr+_ = a - <T-+ , 2.29

and

Su = \0.-Du). 2.30

A similar expression can be derived involving D3S forming a complete, somewhat phys-

ical picture of the significance of the spin observables introduced in equation 2.17. We

now move on to derive expressions for nucleon-nucleon spin-transfer observables, Djj,

in terms of the interaction matrix M.

2.6 Expressions for the D,-j from the M-matrix

Expressions for the D,j can now be derived in terms of the amplitudes A,B,C,E and

F using equation 2.18 and the expression for M (equation 2.4). Let the incident and

scattered states be the product of a spinor associated with the target and another with

the projectile:

U') = XU', • 2.31

Here superscripts 'p' and 't ' refer to projectile and target nucleons; subscripts T and

's ' to incident and scattered states. Also

Pi = (xhiKxUW and A = ( x M ( x M f 2.32

and thus

p. =
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where the Pauli matrices o^'*,^1* and <7§'* have been substituted for (s^t -x), (sp t̂ -y)

and (s^t -z) , respectively, since we are now working in the nucleon frame, (x,y,z).

Roughly x || s, y || n and z || T, but not exactly; this will be elaborated upon later.

Note that for the Pauli matrices a = <7+.

A convenient way of writing the trace function is:

Tr(F) = £ < k\F\k >= ]T J2 < *m\ < rn\F\nm > \rn > 2.34
k m=l,2n=l,2

where

7ri = r i = A \ n2 = r2=(°)

are the incident and scattered states for the projectile (x) and target (r) nucleons.

To proceed further some assumptions about the spinors of the incident and scattered

states are necessary. The target nucleon is assumed to be unpolarized:

xlx? = Pi= pl = -( ) 2.35

The normalization factor of 1/2 comes from using matrices whose trace is chosen to

be unity. In calculating the cross-section the projectile is also unpolarized, yielding a

similar expression for the projectile density matrix. Inserting these specific matrices

into equation 2.33:

= 2Y j M [log] [±a<] Mt }= i

= I UA\2 + jjjja + 2 |C|2 + \E\2 + \F\A . 2.36

Note that the expression here for the cross-section is different from that in equation 2.14.

The extra factor of 1/2 here is due to the fact that in taking the trace in equation 2.36

summing is done over both incident and scattered states, whereas before only different

incident states were considered. There are two possible scattered states, thus calling

for the extra factor of 1/2. In calculating (7Dvy the target is assumed unpolarized but

the projectile is assumed to have:

2.37
1 1 /° -{\
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In equation 2.18 we now insert these specific matrices to get:

= 5 £
m=l,2n=l,2

[ J o ] K > | r n > - 2.38

Summing over the target states leaves

°Dn = 17 E < Tm|(2|A|2(^)2 + 2|5|2(a£)4 + 2|C|2K)2 + 2\C\\ol?
1 0 m=l,2

+2|£|2(^a^X) + 2|ff (orj^crj) 2.39

+(cross terms which disappear when summing over projectile states)|^m > .

Using

1 0\ /-I 0
I clllu ^x^y^x^y ~ ^i^y^z^y = I

1/ \ o - J

and then summing over the projectile states, one obtains the result

oDyy = \ \\A\2 + |J3|2 + 2|C|2 - \E\2 - \F\A . 2.40a
4 L J

Proceeding in a similar manner one obtains the following for the other diagonal elements

of the D,-j matrix:

oDxx = -A [|.4|2 - 2 + 2|C|2 + \E\2 - \F\2j , 2.40i

oDzz = \ [M|2 - |fi|2 + 2|C|2 - \E\2 + |F|2] . 2.40c

The longitudinal and transverse components of the interaction are of direct interest

to theorists since they can be described in first order by the exchange of different

mesons. This will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5. With this interest in

mind one would like to isolate these components from measurable quantities. Note that

+ |lf]. 2.41
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If the spin of the incident proton is normal to the scattering plane, then it can not be

flipped by av terms, so flipping can only involve the terms with coefficients E and F.

This suggests the definition of the (total) spin-flip probability normal to the scattering

plane be closely related to ^(1 — Dyy\.

Further observe that

2.42

suggesting the definition for the longitudinal spin-flip probability. However, it must be

borne in mind that the polarizations used to calculate the Dy are measured in the inci-

dent and scattered particle frames, whereas the nucleon-nucleon scattering takes place

in the nucleon frame. The connection between the nucleon frame and the experimental

frames (incident frame and scattered frame) is most easily understood in the case of

the infinitely heavy nucleus:

'^projectile n . , . , "cm.
—-—* -» 0 in which case — —

^-target "lab

1 . 2.43

The final result obtained below is true in general, but here a special case is considered

so as to reduce algebraic manipulations. In this special case 0c.m. = 0iab = Blattering',

we shall simply use 6. The nucleon frame is rotated by | around the normal axis from

the incident frame (s, n,l); the scattered frame (s',n',l') is rotated by f around the

normal axis from the nucleon frame. So

Pn

\Pl

Ps

Pn'

Pi' I

\ 0 «n|\

—sini 0 cosi j

:os(§) 0 -sin(%)\

0 1 0

U'n(f) 0 cos{{) )

Py

KPzJ

a+ nnucleon 2.44a

Px

Pv

Pz/

_ .a— nnuclcon 2.446

where i?+/ are clockwise and anti-clockwise rotation matrices around the normal axis.

The measurable matrix D,j, in terms of the nucleon frame D£uc'eon matrix is given by:

D£ u c ' e o n = 2.45
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From this one derives the following expressions for the diagonal elements:

f\ n n /\ n /\

Dss> = cos2(-)Dxx + sin2(-)Dzz + sin(-)cos(-)Dzx + sin(-)cos(-)Dxz 2.46a

Dnn. = Dyy 2.466

0 6 0 0 0 0
Du> = cos2(-)Dzz + sin2(-)Dxx - sin(-)cos{-)Dzx - sin(-)cos(-)Dxz . 2.46c

Subtracting and inverting the expressions for the s and 1-components one has:

Dxx - Dzz = [Dss, - Du.]sec(6) . 2.47

Thus, the [Dxx — Dzz\ term in the expression which suggested a definition for the

longitudinal spin-flip probability must be replaced by [Dsa> — Du>]sec(6). Dnn» simply

replaces T>yy, so we now define:

SL = \ [(1 - Dnn.) + {Dss, - D,,.)»ec(6)] . 2.48a

Similarly, the transverse spin-flip probability is defined :

ST = - (1 - Dnn>) - (D3S> - Dw)sec(6)\ 2.486
4 L J

where use has been made of

-A [(1 - Dyy) - (Dxx - Dzz)j = ±\F\2 . 4.49

The total spin-flip probability normal to the scattering plane is now defined as

\[1 ~ Am'] • 2.50

It is reassuring to note that the sum of the longitudinal and tranuverse spin-flip prob-

abilities is eqû .1 to the (total) spin-flip probability.

2.7 Measuring the D,j

What remains now is to derive expressions46 for the DtJ in terms of laboratory quanti-

ties. Recall that there is a polarized incoming beam in the (so, no, lo) system which is

rotated into the (s, n, 1) system by the out-of-plane scattering angle r). The polarization

after the scattering is given in the scattered protor system. The polarization of the
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scattered particle is then rotated into the magnet system by the out-of-plane scatter-

ing angle t] (but in the opposite direction). The magnet system and beam system are

independent of the scattering systems and so whatever rotation is needed to get into

the scattering plane, it must be undone before the passage between these independent

systems is complete. Finally, the polarization vector is precessed by the dipoles before

reaching the focal plane where asymmetries (and hence polarizations) are measured.

Algebraically one has the following for an arbitrarily polarized incoming beam:

(POs\

Po = Pon • 2.51

\ Pol I

Rotating for out-of-plane scattering to get into the incident system one obtains:

P = Pn

\Pl)

=

/ COS{T))

-sin(7])

v 0

sin(T))

cos(r])

0

0>

0

1 /

Po 2.52

Scattering off the target and writing out equation 2.17 one enters the scattered system:

0 Dh.\ / 0 \

Pn'

\Pl'

0 Dnil'

0

0

DwJ

P + P{9)

0 )

1
1 + PnAy

2.53

(Recall that Ay = An as in the discussion following equations 2.17 and 2.18.) Now

rotating into the magnet frame by —77:

cos{rj) —sin(i])

Pmagnet — sin(r}) cos(r)) 0 x p ' 2.54

0 0 1/

and finally there is a rotation due to the magnetic field by the precession angle given

by:

X = 7(f - 1)<W 2.55

where 7 is the ratio of the total energy to the rest energy of the particle, | is the

magnetic moment for the particle ( = 2.7928 for a proton ) and Obend >s the total bend

angle for the particle's trajectory through the magnet. The rotation into the focal plane
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system is described as follows:

/ I 0 0\

0 COS(X) Sin(x) Pmagnet 2.56

\0 -sin(x) cos(x)J

Multiplying these matrices together for an arbitrary incoming polarization can get con-

fusing so let us consider the separate cases of pure s, n and I-type incoming polarization.

Doing this for n-type one gets expressions for p / p in the cases of initial spin up ( p j )

and of initial spin down (p^). It is assumed that p£ = -p$ = po where the vector

notation has now been dropped since the polarization directions are well defined in each

case and so only the magnitudes of the polarizations are important here.

As a preliminary to supplying formulae for the spin observables, a convenient nota-

tion is introduced. Let

2.57«

and

Pj; = v W k ) 2 + (&P]P)2 - 2.57c

Now, for an s-type beam one gets:

n pfpff Ti A - / \] Dnn,sin2{n) , P(6)sin(r})
D"' - o 2/ J 1 " PosAystn(t})\ w / + ) " 2.08

and

Dsf = -z ? s • < x [l ~ PosAySiniv)} 2.59
2p0scos(r])szn(x) >• J

where

Notice that these expressions simplify significantly when the out-of-plane scattering

angle is very small (77 « 0). When the full horizontal scattering angle is comparable to

half the full angular acceptance of the spectrometer in the dispersion direction ( « 1.5°),

the out-of-plane scattering angle need not be small and out-of-plane corrections are not

insignificant. See Figure 2.2 for the terminology used here. The full horizontal scattering

angle is equal to the sum of the spectrometer angle (<f>3p) and the horizontal scattering
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angle measured by the spectrometer {<j>). The scattering angle in the dispersion direction

is measured by the spectrometer (&). From Figure 2.2 it can be shown that

tan(V) = . y > • 2.61
sin(<j>sp + <f>)

Consider a spectrometer angle of 3°. At the limits of the acceptance of the spectrometer

\0\ « 1.5° and/or \(j>\ w 1°. In the worst case these are both true and cos^) assumes a

worst case value of 0.8. In the small rj approximation below cos(^)=l. In the present

work the spectrometer angle is greater than or equal to 5° implying cos(fj) >0.93.

This is the worst case and the event-by-event averaged value was calculated to be

approximately 0.99 making the small ij approximation a good one here.

For small t) one has the following:

ss ^ 2.62
IPOs

with a fractional error

and
P?ff

2poa

For n-type beam:

P?
DsV = " > . 2.64

2poasin(x)

.a/
COS {

T)) + D3l.sin(T])tan(x)] 2.65

where

In the small 77 approximation these become:

2.67

• A P0n ,
T T

POn
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and

Finally, for 1-type beam:

and

Dls, = *> 2.71
2pco«(»7)

which reduce to
/ p

,
2.72

= _££_ Apo, A(am(x))
A/' P}7 P «n(x)

and

A . ^ 2.74

in the small 77 approximation.

2.8 Focal plane polarizations

Focal plane polarizations appear in all of equations 2.58-74. Their measurement is

described in this section. They are calculated from asymmetries measured as a result

of a rescattering of the particles in a carbon block analyzer (a full description of this

equipment is given in the following chapter). Bearing in mind that at the focal plane

the 'incoming' polarization is p / p , recall that the cross-section is given by (equation

2.15):
3

2> 2.75

for an arbitrary polarization of the incoming beam. For simplicity let us consider

the case of the polarization in a single basis-vector direction, say n. Then the only

component to p / p is Pfp,n = P/P • n and so

o = au(l + (p / p • n ) ^ ) = <7U(1 + Pfp>nAc) 2.76
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where Ac = Ay = An is the analyzing power for scattering on carbon nuclei. For

n-type beam one has a left-right asymmetry and so needs to compare the cross-sections

for left and right scatterings. One has

Weft = M l ~ Pfp,nAc) bright = ^u(l + Pjp,nAc) 2.77

and so an asymmetry can be defined and measured

Similarly, for s-type polarization

where the subscripts 'du' and 'lr' refer to down/up and left/right, respectively. The

measurement of the asymmetry is done by counting the number of protons which scatter

up or down per unit of incoming flux and so normalized count-rates may replace the

cross-sections in the entire preceding discussion. Knowing the initial beam polarization,

one can, therefore, measure the Z?,j by measuring asymmetries in rescatterings in the

focal plane carbon block (see Figure 3.6).

No asymmetry exists for 1-type beam at the focal plane. The precession of the

spin polarization vector about the s-direction between the target and the focal plane

detection system by the spectrometer magnets allows one to measure 1-type polarization

at the target at certain photon energies. At these energies this precession, however,

compromises the n-type polarization (at the target) measurement.
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Chapter 3

Equipment and Experimental Procedure

The work presented here constitutes the major portion of experiment 1080 at the Los

Alamos Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF)1. The experiment was performed in two

stages; the first during September 1988 and the second during June 1990. This chapter

describes the experimental equipment and procedures used in both stages, emphasizing

any differences.

The production of the polarized proton beam is discussed. The path of the proton

beam through the accelerator and the beam-lines is described as well as the detector

array used after the scattering from the target. Beam-line polarimeters, experimental

targets and signal processing electronics are discussed.

3.1 Polarized Ion Sources

The first phase of the experiment was performed with a polarized proton beam gen-

erated by a Lamb-shift source. This source47 makes use of the metastable 2Si/2 state

in atomic hydrogen. A magnetic field acting as a spin filter selectively transmits

metastable atoms with a particular set of quantum numbers by quenching other states

to the ground-state. A background of ground-state ions is present. The nuclear spin

of the selected state is aligned with the magnetic field. Neutral atoms pass through an

argon cell picking up an electron to become polarized H~ ions (called P~) which may

then be accelerated. With this source typical beam polarizations were 75%.

The ground-state background polarization (Pback) is about 3% in the direction op-

posite to the rest of the beam polarization. It is possible to measure the background

intensity by operating in a quenched mode, devoid of 2S states. Measurement of the

beam current from the source during this quenched mode (IQ) and during the normal
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polarized (Ip) mode allows the determination of the beam polarization:48

Pbeam = 1 - (1 + Pback)^ 3.1

This method of polarization measurement gives only the magnitude of the polarization

vector. Polarization direction measurement is discussed in Section 3.7.

The second stage was performed with a polarized proton beam generated by an

optically-pumped polarized-ion source (OPPIS).49"51 The use of OPPIS in this work

was one of the first uses of this source in a production mode. Figure 3.1 shows a

schematic representation of the source. Hydrogen ions are produced in an election

cyclotron resonance (ECR) source which initially accelerates free electrons in a magnetic

field (16 kG) using an 18 MHz radio-frequency (RF) source. These free electrons then

collisionally ionize the hydrogen atoms forming more free electrons and bare protons

(H+). The protons are electrostatically extracted from the plasma with an energy of

5 keV and enter an optically pumped51"54 potassium vapor cell. A titanium sapphire

(Ti-Saf) solid-state laser provides the photon beam. The potassium atoms are polarized

by left-circularly polarized photons (tuned to the potassium Di line), causing transitions

from the state marked 1 in Figure 3.2 to state 4. This excited metastable atomic state

then decays rapidly to states 1 and 2. Since state 1 is being pumped and state 2 not

the latter is preferentially populated. State 2 is the upper Zeeman ground-state level

and corresponds to being electron-spin polarized. If the pumping photons are right-

circularly polarized, state 2 is pumped to state 3 which decays to the ground-states, 1

and 2. In this case state 1 is preferentially populated and the atom is now oppositely

electron-spin polarized to when state 2 was populated. The field providing the Zeeman

splitting is 16 kG, the same as the field in the ECR source. The 5 keV proton picks

up a polarized electron from a potassium atom to form electron-spin polarized atomic

hydrogen. This neutral beam then enters a region where the field is oppositely directed

to the 16 kG field mentioned above. At the point of zero field a Sona transition55 takes

place, transferring the polarization from the electron to the proton. The proton-spin

polarized atomic beam then enters a sodium vapor cell in which the neutral atom picks

up an electron to form a P~ beam which may then be accelerated.
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Optically—pumped polarized—ion source

from Ti(Saf)
Laser

Sona Region
Magnetic Field Map

Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the optically-pumped polarized ion-source with
an axial magnetic field plot showing the Sona transition region. The laser path is
denoted by the dotted line; the particle beam path by the solid line.
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mj=+l/2 4
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Magnetic Reid

Figure 3.2: Zeeman splitting of ^K atomic levels in the presence of a magnetic field.
The bold transition is that pumped by the laser. The level marked 2 is preferentially
populated.
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A voltage regulated Pockel cell (a variable phase-shifter) changes the laser polariza-

tion from linear to circular and so spin reversal is achieved by aimultaneously reversing

the voltage and producing oppositely circularly-polarized light. Normal and reversed

mode polarizations and currents are equal under correct operation. The current from

the source is independent of the lasing frequency and the Pockel cell voltage, and thus

is not a function of beam polarization. The polarizations in the normal and reversed

modes can only be different if the lasing frequency or the Pockel cell voltage is incor-

rectly set or the apparatus faulty. Typical beam polarizations with this source during

the second phase of this experiment were 55%. This low value necessitated revisions of

the experimental goals. See Section 3.9 for a more detailed discussion.

The direction of the beam polarization is adjusted to the experimental requirements

by an ExB device known as a Wien-filter which precesses the proton spins without

inducing a bend in the beam trajectory. This filter is between the ion source and the

accelerator and is at ground potential. The precession produced by each magnet in the

beam line is taken into account when setting the correct magnetic field in the Wien

filter. In the filter the electric field perpendicular to the magnetic field is set to produce

a bend angle exactly equal, but in the opposite direction, to that produced by the

magnetic field. The net bend angle is zero. The direction of the polarization can be set

to an accuracy of one degree.

3.2 Acceleration

The linear accelerator (LINAC)56 at LAMPF has a number of key elements. Before

leaving the 750 keV potential source dome the beam is bunched. It is bunched a second

time at ground potential. Bunching shortens the beam micropulse length by causing

the slower polarized ions to speed up and the faster ones to slow down. This increases

the intensity of the proton beam over the period of a micropulse without increasing the

average number of protons per macropulse. To provide a clean pulse after bundling

a chopper is used. The effect of bunching on experimenters for whom time resolution

is unimportant is a slight increase in dead-time due to the higher intensity during a

micropulse.
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The 5 keV source beam is accelerated to 750 keV by a Cockcroft-Walton electrostatic

accelerator. Next the beam passes through a spin precessor which provides flexibility

in the orientation of the polarization vector. The ions are accelerated to 100 MeV in an

Alvarez-type drift-tube linear accelerator operating at 201.25 MHz. Subsequent accel-

eration in 44 side-coupled cavities operating at 805 MHz allows discretely (ss 15 MeV

steps) variable energies up to 800 MeV.

During both stages of this experiment the P~ beam duty factor was about 3%.

The repetition rate was typically about 36 Hz and the macropulse length about 825 /is

(36HZX825/JS ss 3%). The beam micropulse spacing varied: 5 ns with the buncher

and chopper off; 100 ns in bunched and chopped mode. The high bunching efficiency

(>90%) leaves the micropulse width essentially constant at about 0.8 ns. A diagram of

the beam time structure is shown in Figure 3.3.

The current provided by the OPPIS is about 10 fiA while that from the Lamb-shift

source was an order of magnitude smaller. At a duty factor of 3% one has 300 nA

coming out of OPPIS. Bunching and chopping reduces this to 210 nA; machine capture

(which occurs almost entirely as the beam enters the accelerator) drops the current to

150 nA entering line X. With the Lamb-shift source these currents were simply a tenth

of the values quoted here.

3.3 Beam Transpor t

After acceleration the beam passes through the beam switchyard where the multiple

beams in the accelerator are separated. The P~ beam passes down line X to an achro-

mat. Various stripper devices are located at this achromat. These strippers remove

electrons from that part of the negative ion beam intercepting the stripper. Subsequent

passage of the negative and positive beams through two 1° bending magnets separates

them; the proton beam enters line C. Independent of the type of ion-source, approxi-

mately 10 nA enter line C; after collimation and steering about 3 nA strike the target.

The beam passes through an additional 114° of bend followed by a symmetric quintuplet

quadrupole twister which rotates the phase space of the beam by 90° without mixing

it. The targeted beam is vertically dispersed with a dispersion of 22cm/% resulting in a
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Figure 3.3: Beam time structure in bunched and unbunched modes. Diagram is not to
scale.
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typical spot size of 3cm (vertical) by 3mm (horizontal). See Figure 3.4 for a schematic

representation of the accelerator and beam lines X,B and C.

3.4 Spectrometer

The high-resolution spectrometer57 (HRS) is a vertical bend, horizontal scattering,

vertical dispersion (VHV) quadrupole-dipole-dipole (QDD) system with a total bend

angle of 150° for the central trajectory. The optics57'58 of the HRS are point-to-point

in the momentum dispersed direction (x) and parallel-to-point in the direction (y)

perpendicular to the x direction and the beam direction (z) such that x, y, z form a

right-handed system. The quadrupole defocuses in the x direction and focuses in the y

direction. See Figure 3.5 for a schematic drawing of the HRS and this coordinate system.

The VHV configuration removes, to first order, correlations between scattering angle

and momentum, allowing their independent measurement. The HRS is a momentum-

loss spectrometer and so its operation does not depend crucially on the incident beam

energy.

3.5 Focal Plane Assembly

At a distance of 4.5 m from the second HRS dipole is an array of scintillators, multi-

wire drift chambers59'60 and a carbon analyzer, comprising the focal-plane polarimeter

detector system. Figure 3.6 shows a schematic representation of the assembly. A coin-

cidence of scintillators defines an event; the wire-chambers determine the trajectories of

the scattered particles in the focal-plane. Calibration runs at the beginning of operation

produce a set of polynomials61 mapping focal-plane quantities to those at the target.

The first two wire chamber planes (C1X,C1Y) determine the rough position of the

scattered particles, the second pair (C2X,C2Y), which is displaced relative to C1X and

C1Y by a half a wire spacing, resolves the left-right ambiguity. This ambiguity arises

from the uncertainty in which side of a wire a proton passed knowing only the electron

drift distance from the wire. Using the pair of chambers (C1X,Y and C2X,Y) horizontal

and vertical positions at the focal plane can be determined to ±0.15 mm. The third
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(C3X,C3Y) and fourth (C4X,C4Y) pairs of planes perform the same function and allow

an angle determination to ±0.3 mrad.

After scattering from the carbon analyzer the rescattered proton positions and an-

gles are determined by the rear chambers (C5-8X and Y) which function like the front

chambers. The rear chambers are 60 cm square while the front are 60 cm in the dis-

persion direction, by 10 cm; in all cases the wire spacings are 8.128 mm.

The carbon analyzer has a discretely variable but uniform thickness. It is a collection

of identical 41 cm square graphite blocks, each with a thickness of 3 cm. Scattering in

the analyzer is used to measure asymmetries; from these, focal plane polarization may be

deduced. The most efficient use of the polarimeter is achieved by minimizing Coulomb-

scattered triggers (defined in the next section) recorded on tape while maintaining the

count-rates of nuclear scattered triggers.

The Coulomb-scattering cross-section drops off rapidly with increasing scattering

angle (see upper plot in Figure 3.7); the nuclear cross-section becomes dominant at

around 100 mrad. The root-mean-square Coulomb-scattering angle is given in terms

of the radiation length (LR) of the analyzer material (carbon), the thickness (L) of

analyzer material used, the momentum, velocity and charge of the incident particle (p,

v(=/?c) and Z(=l for protons, respectively) by:62

0£T"(rad) = " JLILR . 3.2
VP

The radiation length is a function of density. At the HRS graphite with a relative density

of 1.8 is used; this translates into a radiation length62 of 24 cm. At energies of 500 and

550 MeV one has values for p/3 of 826 and 896 MeV/c, respectively. Inserting these

values into the equation above one obtains 9™* = 13.5 and 12.5 mrad, respectively,

for a graphite thickness of 15cm. This thickness was chosen to have 3x^ r a 5 «35 mrad

(« 2°). The factor of three is chosen to account for a broadening of the scattering

cone due to multiple scattering and to ensure that about 99% of the Coulomb-scattered

triggers are rejected. The fast trigger rejection, done by the MBD (described in the

next section), is set to exclude all scatterings with angles smaller than 35 mrad {see

dashed line near this angle in Figure 3.7). Increasing the lower limit of acceptability
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Figure 3.7: Cross-section and analyzing power versus polar scattering angle for
12C(p,p')12C. The limits of the MBD acceptance (dash) and test file acceptance (bold
solid) are shown in the upper plot. The analyzing power data are taken from Ref. 63.
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is limited by count-rates in the rejection device. Since this rejection is based on raw

quantities it is not accurate, meaning that there is a resolution associated with this cut

which should ideally be a step-function. The width64 of the smeared step-function (the

resolution of the cut) is approximately 17 mrad.

Since Coulomb-scattering has no analyzing power and is the dominant type of scat-

tering at angles less than about 50 mrad, the inclusive analyzing power drops to near

zero for scattering angles less than about 20 mrad (see lower plot in Figure 3.7). Since

our measurements are based on measured asymmetries, those protons which scatter

very little in the graphite provide almost no information.

Protons which scatter at large angles in the graphite often do not pass through

all the rear chambers; such acceptance problems do not occur for scattering angles less

than the MBD upper limit (430 mrad, seen as a dashed line in upper half of Figure 3.7).

Further restrictions that determine good carbon scattering angles will be discussed in

the software discussion in the next chapter.

3.6 Electronics

Signals from the scintillators and wire-chambers are fed into analog-to-digital converters

(ADC) and time-to-digital converters (TDC). The CAMAC65 modules are managed by

a microprogrammable branch driver (MBD) which can do fast front-end processing.

The data are then passed in a buffered mode to an on-line stand-alone VAX 750 or

microvax 3500 computer. The trigger data words are then written on magnetic tape;

some on-line analysis is done.

An event was defined to be a scintillator coincidence: 5*1 * 52 * (SP1 + SP2), where

SP1 and SP2 are a partially overlapping pair behind the rear chambers. A trigger is

the coincidence between event present, P~ beam on, run in progress and CAMAC not

busy processing another trigger: (EVENT* BEAM * RUN * BUSY). A trigger starts

a CAMAC busy signal and also the digitization of signals from the scintillators and

wire-chambers followed by their reading into a first-in first-out CAMAC buffer.

The front-end processing of triggers is performed during the reading out of the
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buffer. If the trigger fails the MBD test(s), the front-end processor reads in the next

trigger over the failed one. Passed triggers are written to tape and are designated taped

triggers. The front-end processor may also be set to write a percentage of triggers to

tape without testing. Such skipped triggers are useful in determining the efficiencies of

individual chambers and scintillators, as well as chocking chamber alignments. Typically

5% of all triggers are skipped.

During normal data taking the event rate was 300 to 400 events per second. Higher

event rates caused a drop in the efficiency of the chambers (the larger rear chambers

being more sensitive). Maximizing the number of good triggers written to tape per

second suggested an optimal rear chamber efficiency of 60%. At even higher event rates

electrical discharge in the chambers is possible. The CAMAC live time at these event

rates was about 80%. The MBD accepted 15 to 20% of the triggers. Therefore, the

taped trigger rate was approximately 50 per second («300x0.8x0.2«400x0.75x0.17),

with around 60 raw data words being recorded for each.

3.7 Beam-line Monitors

To measure the Wolfenstein spin-depolarization parameters, D,-.,-, careful beam polar-

ization measurement is needed. To limit dead-time one needs to be able to measure the

beam current. For cross-section measurements one needs beam current digitization for

normalization. However, in the present work only ratios of cross-sections were measured

making normalization unnecessary.

Beam polarization was determined by a number of beam-line polarimeters. A thin

(w 2.5mg/cm2) CH2 target is placed in the beam and used as an analyzer. The use of a

thin target allowed measurement of the beam polarization, nearly free of interference.

Due to the negligible interference with the beam, continuous monitoring was done. The

analyzing power of the reaction *H(p,p) has a broad maximum48 at a laboratory angle

of 17°. A proton from the beam which scatters to the left of the beam is detected by a

pair of detectors (one in front of the other) at an angle of 17°. The recoiling proton from

the CH2 is detected by a pair of detectors at an angle of 67°. A coincidence in these

four detectors signals a left-scattered event. A second set of four detectors coplanar
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with the first detects right-scattered events. The measured asymmetry (e) determines

the polarization of the beam (P6) in the vertical direction knowing the analyzing power

of the reaction:

Pbeam = ~7~ 3.3
Ay

The fourfold coincidence required for an event almost completely removes any back-

ground count rate. The background radiation can be due to cosmic radiation and

protons from the beam which have scattered from the beam wall upstream of the tar-

get. Despite the rarity of a fourfold coincidence caused by background sources some

are detected. Typically they do not exceed 5% of the good events. Fortunately, if

background count rates form the same percentage of the total count rates in all sets of

detectors, the value for the asymmetry (and, hence, the polarization) is unchanged by

background coincidences. The systematic error associated with the value does, however,

increase. Variations in background contributions in different detector sets generally re-

duce the value measured since background events have no polarization associated with

them and so dilute the measured value. Changes in the measured polarizations due to

background are estimated to be negligible (<0.01).

From an identical set of eight coplanar detectors in a vertical plane an asymmetry

in up- and down-scattered events can be used to determine the beam polarization in

the horizontal direction. The beam polarization component along the beam direction

cannot be measured, but may be inferred from th^ above two values provided the

full length of the polarization vector is known. An alternate method for determining

components along the beam direction makes use of the fact that the polarization vector

precesses around the magnetic field lines. Passing the beam through a dipole field and

then measuring the horizontal and vertical components again allows one to deduce all

components of the beam polarization. This is done without knowledge of the magnitude

of the polarization vector. The latter method is more accurate.

A polarimeter, just upstream of the target, has no magnets between it and the

target and so provides the most reliable measure of the s- and n-components of the

beam polarization at the target. Polarimeters, also continually sampling the beam, in

an adjacent beam-line were used to infer the 1-component. The line B polarimeters
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measure the polarization of a different part of beam phase space since the stripper

which separates the line B and line C beams need not sample the phase space of the

beam from line X uniformly; therefore, the polarizations in lines B and C need not be

the same, although they are not expected to differ substantially (no more than 0.02).

The ratio of the beam components in the different beam lines agree well (<0.005).

In practice one cross-checks the polarization in one beam-line using that measured in

another by relative normalization of the full length of the polarization vectors and then

deducing the components. Information from a number of polarimeters in lines B and

C allow the direction of the polarization vector to be determined to within a degree.

In addition to the polarimeters, which measure two components of the polarization,

there are ion chambers which can measure the magnitude of the polarization vector

using the quench ratio technique discussed in Section 3.1. Quenching is not possible

with OPPIS, so reliance on the measurements from the line B polarimeters was more

crucial. There are two ion-chambers in line C (ER03 and ER04), both positioned behind

the target, to measure the unscattered beam current.

Over long periods of data collection the beam polarization can change (see Fig-

ure 3.8) due to source variations, beam steering, and changes in collimation. In the

analysis of the data an average polarization is assumed. Beam polarization is very

sensitive to source failure; dramatic drops in polarization are easily noticed. If the

source is functioning well the beam polarization is stable to within 5% of the maxi-

mum value, including variations due to steering and collimation adjustments. While

an n-type beam was being used, the s- and 1-components were typically at the few

percent level. A similar statement can be made when the other types (s and 1) of beam

polarization were used. Statistics for beam-line polarization measurement are accumu-

lated continuously during data collection; polarization measurements can be made at

the experimenter's discretion. In general, hourly measurements of beam polarization

are made in all experimental beam-lines.
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Figure 3.8: Beam polarization in line C during data collection at 497 and 581 MeV.
At 581 MeV the quench polarizations were used for the s and n components; at 497
MeV the line C polarimeter values were used. At both energies the 1 component was
deduced from line B measurements.
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3.8 Targets

A 70 mg/cm2 natural calcium target with negligible oxidization, was used for both runs.

The natural abundance66 of 40Ca is 97%. 12C (thickness of 148 mg/cm2, 173 mg/cm2

and 358 mg/cm2) and 208Pb (thickness 19.9 mg/cm2) targets were used for energy and

chamber calibrations and for checks on the analyzing power of the focal-plane carbon

block.

3.9 Time Estimates

When this work was first proposed, it was felt that an uncertainty of 0.01 in Sx, and

Sr was desirable. Meeting this requirement dictated uncertainties in all the D;J of

at most 0.025. Initial time estimates for measuring the D^ to an accuracy of around

0.025 were based on previous experiments67 at the HRS at LAMPF which suggested

that measuring Das or Dnn with statistical errors of 0.025 for a 1 MeV bin at about

318 MeV would take roughly 6 hours of uninterrupted data collection. To derive an

estimate for the present work, a number of factors needed to be taken into account: the

analyzing power of the carbon block is a function of incident energy, the precession of

the scattered proton's spin in the HRS bending magnets, the polarization of the beam

differed, and, finally, the variation in the beam.

At 497 MeV the analyzing power of carbon in the focal plane analyzer is approx-

imately 0.29 and is about 0.27 at 581 MeV; it is close to 0.43 at 318 MeV. All time

estimates at 497 and 581 MeV were thus 2.2 and 2.54 times longer, respectively. These

factors are independent of the precession in the HRS.

At excitations near 35 MeV the precession angle is (360+42)° for an incident energy

of 497 MeV; (360+65)° at 581 MeV. These precessions led to longer time estimates for

the measurements of Dnn and D/;; the sideways projection of the spin being unaffected

implied that time esimates for DSJ were unchanged by precession. Inspection of equa-

tions 2.41, 2.43, 2.45 and 2.47 leads one to conclude that the measurement of Dnn is

made more difficult by the shortening of the normal projection of the proton spin after

scattering. At 497 MeV the time estimates for Dnn are increased by a factor 1.35; at
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581 MeV by 2.37. D/j time estimates include a factor of 1.49 at 497 MeV and one of

1.1 at 581 MeV.

The data collected at 581 MeV had a beam polarization comparable to that assumed

in the time estimate in the first paragraph of this section (±75%). In the second stage

of this experiment the polarization of the beam was substantially lower (±55%). The

correction factor to be included in the time estimates at 497 MeV was thus approxi-

mately 1.36. Beam availability was typically 70%, lengthening all time estimates by

about 40%.

For both energies all D,j time estimates were large, where large means that their

sum far exceeded the time alloted to the experiment. Two possibilities existed: either

allow larger errors in the D,j measurements or collect fewer data points by increasing

the bin size for each data point. The approach followed here was essentially the latter

where 4 MeV bins were used instead of 1 MeV bins; this reduced all time estimates by

a factor of two. Despite this, however, time restraints did force error bars to exceed the

originally proposed ones of 0.025 for some of the D,j measurements.

At 497 MeV the real times required for the measurements of D n n (to 0.025), Dss

(to 0.035) and Djj (to 0.025) were approximately 80, 30 and 60 hours, respectively.

At 581 MeV the real times were approximately 35 hours for Dn n with an error bar of

0.035; 8 hours for DJ5 with an error of 0.025; and 14 hours for D// with an uncertainty

of 0.025. In addition to these data collection times, allowance was needed for changes

of spectrometer angle (2 hours each), systematic checks (16 hours) and focal plane

polarimeter calibration (48 hours).

A second polarimeter in line C would have been useful for determining the longi-

tudinal component of the beam polarization. Positioning it upstream of one or both

57° magnets would allow a precession around the n-component. The difference in spin

polarization direction in this device and in the existing line C polarimeter would allow

determination of the 1-component at the target. This would avoid using polarization

measurements taken in line B which samples a different part of the beam phase space.

A second improvement would have been to have a higher polarization during the

497 MeV work. The lower polarization compromised the work done here by requiring
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longer data collection times to reach the uncertainties originally proposed. Also, the

lower value has a larger percentage error associated with it when the absolute error

remains the same.

Finally, it would have been preferable to collect all data at 497 MeV since 581 MeV

is close enough to 631 MeV to make D n n measurements difficult. It would have also

been preferable to collect data at a number of different momentum transfers. Reducing

error bars by collecting more data would also have been an asset.
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Chapter 4

Data Analysis and Results

In this chapter data analysis methods and software are discussed and the experimental

results presented. Discussions of histograms, tests and systematic checks precede a

presentation of the results; discussions of corrections to the data and errors follow.

4.1 Tests and Histograms

To analyze the data collected during acquisition histograms were accumulated, both

on-line and during replay. Most were missing mass (excitation energy) histograms,

tested differently. A typical missing mass histogram for standard good events (to be

defined shortly) with excitations of around 35 MeV is shown in Figure 4.1. This raw

spectrum has not been corrected for a drop off in efficiency at the edges of the focal

plane. Efficiency corrections can be made by adjusting the spectrometer fields to allow

an elastic scattering peak to move across the focal-plane and then normalizing the

counts in the elastic peak to a current digitizer. In the present experiments it was

unnecessary to normalize thus, since data near the edges of the focal-plane were not

considered and because only ratios of cross-sections were measured. A set of histograms

of the spin precession angle of the proton in the spectrometer was also collected to assist

in evaluating corrections to the D,j values. These corrections (discussed in Section 4.5)

were beyond the scope of DNC,68 a program which calculates spin transfer observables

from accumulated focal plane polarization (FPP) sums (to be discussed in Section 4.2)

and from missing mass histograms. Histograms of a few other data words were collected

as a check on the continued good performance of the focal plane polarimeter.

A discussion of the tests used and the number of events passing them is in order.

Tests can be performed by the analyzer (a collection of programs) on raw data words
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Figure 4.1: Missing mass spectrum of standard good events as a function of excitation
energy.
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coming from TDCs or ADCs, or on other data words calculated from these. The first

test performed on a taped trigger is particle identification as a proton. Other singly-

charged ions are present, mainly deuterons. Use is made of the fact that the energy

deposited in a scintillator differs for protons, deuterons and tritons. The pulse height

from a scintillator increases with particle mass. For identical momentum particles the

heavier particles are slower than the lighter. Particle identification is done by testing

simultaneously on a live-time two-dimensional display of pulse height (in scintillator

S2) versus the times of flight (between S2 and the SP scintillators). Such live-time two-

dimensional displays are referred to as dotplots69 and are distinct from two-dimensional

histograms. Dotplots cannot be saved for use at a later time whereas histograms can.

An example of a particle identification (PID) dotplot is shown in Figure 4.2 where pro-

tons, deuterons and tritons are clearly grouped. A simultaneous test on the quantities

plotted along the axes shows up as a rectangular box on the dotplot. Events falling

within a box set around the proton group will have passed the PID test; typically

around 85% of all events written to tape (taped triggers) pass.

A second restriction on the proton event is that the front chambers be good. 'Good'

means that there are no unphysical drift times/positions or any misidentified wires (this

requirement is met about 85% of the time). There are also a number of tests imposed

on focal plane and target quantities; they are used to reject proton events which may

have scattered from the magnet pole faces or the target frame. One of these tests

acceptable focal plane values of both x (position in the dispersion direction) and dxjdz

(angle in the dispersion direction); about 75% of taped triggers pass. A second defines

the solid angle of the spectrometer (75% accepted). A third defines a good beam spot

on target, with over 90% of taped triggers meeting this requirement. An event passing

these three tests as well as PID and good front chambers, is known as a standard good

event (SGE). Since the set of events passing any one of the component tests is not a

subset of the events passing any other component test, one can not simply multiply

the fractions passed in each component test to get the fraction qualifying as a SGE.

Typically around 50% of events written to tape are SGEs.

To ensure the polarimetry is done correctly further tests are imposed on the SGE: the
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rear chambers must be good (usually so about 85% of the time), the second scattering

must occur in the carbon block (about 60% of taped triggers pass), and must do so

with an acceptable polar scattering angle (around 35% of taped triggers meet this

requirement). These more restricted events are called focal plane good events (FGE),

the basic events from which the histogram-derived values for the D,j are obtained.

Typically approximately 15% of events written to tape are FGEs. One must also bear

in mind that approximately 80% of all scintillator coincidences are rejected by the MBD

under the assumption that they come from Coulomb scattering. One, thus, arrives at

percentages equal to one fifth of those stated in the preceding discussion, when one

counts all scintillator co-incidence events: 10% efficiency for SGEs and 3% for FGEs.

Further restriction of FGEs is either by the cone test or the <£ + JT (phi plus pi) test.

Both test the azimuthal angle of the second scattering in the carbon block. The cone

test is more restrictive (passed for about 8% of taped triggers), since it is only passed

when all possible values for the azimuthal angle fall within the physical acceptance of

the rear chambers. The <j> -J- it test is passed (about 10% of taped triggers) when the

azimuthal angle added to it radians falls within the rear chamber acceptance. Pictorial

representations of these tests are shown in Figure 4.3. The histograms used by DNC

are of missing mass for FGEs passing the cone test or the <f> + it test; being within the

good acceptance of the HRS; scattering to the left, right, up or down in the carbon an-

alyzing block; and having normal or reverse beam polarization. From these histograms

yields can be extracted and focal plane polarizations derived, whence the spin transfer

observables.

4.2 Focal Plane Polarization Sums

Besides histograms, DNC derives values for the DtJ from focal plane polarization (FPP)

sums. The argument of each sum is calculated for each event. In both the cone and

the <j> + 7r tests the azimuthal distribution of the second scattered particles depends on

the scattering angles in the carbon block and is of the form:

] 4.1
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Figure 4.2: Particle identification dotplot. Time of flight between two scintillators is
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axis. Units are arbitrary.
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trajectories are at the center of the shaded circles; the scattered trajectories are denoted
by solid dots and the complementary event in the <f> + ir test is shown by open circles.
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where the € are the asymmetries in the n and s-directions at the focal plane. The only

difference between the two tests is in the acceptance function A(0c,<j>c) where for the

cone test all <f>c must be possible for a given 9C, implying A(9c,<f>c) — A{0C)- For the

4> + T test A(0c,<Pc) = A(9c,<t>c + IT) implying that the complementary 'event', with

second scattered coordinates (9c,<fic + JT), must fall within the acceptance.

Under the cone test one can approximate the integrals

I{9c,<j>c)d4>c = 2nIoA(0c) = N(0C) 4:2a
o

I(0C, <f>c) x sin{<j>c)d<t>c = N(0c)en(9c) = \N{8C)A(9C)PS 4.26
o ^

l^I(0C,<t>c) x cos{ct>c)d<j>c = N(9c)en(0c) = -\N(9c)A{9c)pn 4.2c
Jo *•

using the sums

£ sin<!>c = ^es(9i)N(9i) = -±Ac(0i)psN(0i) 4.3a
events

4.36
events

where the continuous 9C interval has been divided into i bins. If one uses (as is the

case in DNC) the analyzing power as a weighting factor in 9C one gets the following

expressions for the polarizations at the focal plane:

ps = 2\j2 Ac(9c)sin(<f>c)] I \j2 A2
C(9C)] 4.4a

^events •" '•event*

and

Pn = 2[ X) Ac(9c)cos(<t>c)] I [ £ A2
C(9C)\ • 4.46

"•events •* *-event* ^

Proceeding in a similar manner for the <j> + T test one gets

Ac(9c)sin(<j>c) = p n J2 A2
c(9c)cos(<t>c)sin(4>c) - ps ^ A2(9c)sin2(<f>c) 4.5a

events events events

Ac{9c)cos{<j>c) = Pn Y, A2
c(9c)cos2(4>c) - Ps £ A2

c{9c)cos{<f>c)sin{<i>c) 4.56
event* events events

from which the n and s-type polarizations can be calculated. We now have three

different estimates of the polarizations at the focal plane: histograms, <f> + T tested

sums and cone tested sums. From these polarizations one can now derive values for D,j

as described in Chapter 2.
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4.3 System Checks

As mentioned in the previous chapter, on-line analysis could be and was done; a com-

plete analysis was done during replay after the experiment. The LAMPF Q system69"71

was used for both on-line acquisition and replay. During the experiment it was neces-

sary to do various target calibrations to provide an accurate mapping from focal plane

quantities to those at the target. Most of the checks on the focal plane polarimeter

described below were done on-line, as well as during replay.

A necessary first step to reliable and accurate data is a calibration of the individual

chambers and of their relative alignments. Following this, as a check on the spectrometer

and focal plane polarimeter (FPP), Dnn was measured for elastic scattering from a

spin-0 nucleus. This is a good check since this elastic scattering can have no spin-flip

probability associated with it, and so Dnn must be exactly unity. Dnn was measured

at three positions on the focal plane, covering the full acceptance of the polarimeter.

The results from the second phase are shown in Figure 4.4 and show that to within

one standard deviation unity was measured for Dnn across the entire region of the focal

plane which was to be used for data collection.

A second, and more stringent, check was to see that for elastic scattering the induced

polarization, P(0), is equal to the analyzing power (Ay) of the reaction; this is expected

to be the case under time reversal invariance. The results of this check are shown in

Figure 4.5. The inequality of P(0) and Ay at the one standard deviation level for one

of the data points is not understood. At the two standard deviations level the equality

holds easily. The error bars in Figure 4.5 are larger than in Figure 4.4 since the plotted

variable in the former is the ratio of two measured quantities, whereas in Figure 4.4

Dn7l is simply plotted.

A third check was to see if B3a = D;/ for the elastic peak. Figure 4.6 shows this

to be so at the center of the focal plane. Both DM and DJJ should remain constant

across the focal plane. Unfortunately, time permitted the measurement of only D// at

different points on the focal plane. It was measured to be close to constant across the

focal plane. From the constancy of D« and its equality with DS5 at the center of the
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focal plane, it was inferred that D,, was also constant across the focal plane.

At the satisfactory conclusion of these three checks it was decided that the FPP

and spectrometer were working and that D,j data could be collected with confidence

in the 35 MeV excitation energy region. During the experiment the continued good

performance of the FPP and the HRS was assisted by careful monitoring of chamber

and scintillator quantities as well as other quantities derived from them.

From a cursory inspection of the missing mass spectrum in Figure 4.1, one can see

there are no discrete states for which a value of any D;J can be estimated. In general, in

this region of the continuum little is known and so it is difficult to check the performance

of the spectrometer and FPP during data collection, hence the need to check before

and between data runs.

At intermittent times during the experiment, energy calibration runs were done

between data runs. This was done by changing the target to one for which the discrete

excitation energy spectrum was known and single particle excitations easily identified.

The magnetic fields in the spectrometer magnets were adjusted to values which would

place, for example, the AS=1,AT=O peak in 12C at the center of the focal plane. A

missing mass spectrum was then accumulated. If the peak did not occur at the center,

it was assumed that the incident energy (entered by the experimenter) had changed.

After changing back to the original target, data collection was resumed with the new

value for the incident energy. It was found that the beam energy changed noticeably

at a higher frequency than that at which these calibration runs were done. During

replay the energy, used as an input parameter, was adjusted by a few hundred keV, at

most, so that the leading edges (for lack of a structural feature in the spectrum) of all

the missing masc histograms for the 35 MeV byte coincided. These adjustments are

not significant when working in an excitation region that has an essentially constant

cross-section (see Figure 4.1).

For the work presented here it was not important to measure the efficiency of the

focal plane as a function of position since the D*j are derived from ratios of counts in

missing mass spectra (which correspond to cross-sections) and so efficiency corrections

cancel. The same would be true for analyzing power measurements, but not for those of
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Figure 4.4: DnTl for the elastic peak as a function of focal plane x-position.
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Figure 4.5: Pn/Ay for the elastic peak as a function of focal plane x-position.
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dispersion direction.
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(MeV)
31
35
39

Dn n

(Cone)
0.642
0.547
0.536

ADnn

(Cone)
0.024
0.025
0.028

Dn n

(4 + *)
0.658
0.550
0.536

ADnn

(<A + * )
0.022
0.025
0.026

D n n

(Hist)
0.618
0.525
0.522

ADnn

(Hist)
0.026
0.027
0.031

U)

(MeV)
31
35
39

D s s

(Cone)
0.217
0.162
0.071

AD3S

(Cone)
0.036
0.036
0.041

D J S

(<!>+*)
0.219
0.161
0.079

ADis

(* + »)
0.035
0.036
0.039

D s s

(Hist)
0.213
0.129
0.066

AZ?Si

(Hist)
0.039
0.040
0.045

(MeV)
31
35
39

D«
(Cone)
0.293
0.176
0.162

ADU

(Cone)
0.024
0.024
0.027

(0+7T)
0.290
0.177
0.170

ADU

(<t> + *)
0.023
0.024
0.026

D,,
(Hist)
0.273
0.177
0.129

ADU

(Hist)
0.026
0.027
0.030

Table 4.1: Comparison of D n n , D j a and D// for calculations based on events passing the
cone test and the 4> + it test as well as from histograms. The reaction is 40Ca(p,p) at

and q=0.56fm"1.

cross-section. Nevertheless, on-line records of the chamber and scintillator efficiencies

were kept. The product of these efficiencies is used to define an FPP efficiency which

is used as a sensitive indicator of the polarimeter's normal functioning.

4.4 Results from DNC

D,j values at an incident energy of 581 MeV and a momentum transfer q=0.56fm~x

(obtained from DNC) are shown in Table 4.1. For the sake of comparison the histogram-

derived values as well as those from the sums accumulated under the cone and <j> + it

tests are tabulated. These values are all corrected for scattering out of the horizontal

(yz) plane. Out of the scattering plane corrections decrease with increasing scattering

angle but remain small (see discussion in Section 2.7). The results in Table 4.1 are

not corrected for spin precession angle (x) nor 7 variations across the momentum byte;

these are discussed in detail in Section 4.5.

The data have been grouped into 4 MeV bins. Three such bins comfortably spanned
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the central region of the excitation energy byte where the focal plane efficiency is flat

to within 10%. Problems can arise when working near the edge of the acceptance

(where the efficiency drops below 90% of that at the center), but these were avoided

by conducting the present work in the center of the focal plane and at least 5 cm from

the edges in the dispersion direction.

Instead of using smaller bins and getting more data points, it was decided to work

with 4 MeV bins and smaller statistical error bars with the intention of coming close

to the initially proposed uncertainties (0.025 for the D,j). In a region where rapid

variations in the D,j are to be expected more data points makes sense, but in the

continuum (the case here) where nuclear excitations are closely spaced and overlapping,

or broad (decay widths greater than 5 MeV) a few points suffice. Small error bars help

differentiate between competing theories, being particularly important in the present

work since the anticipated values for the longitudinal, transverse and total spin-flip

probabilities were small. It was felt that errors of about 0.025 in the Dy and 0.01 in

$L/T should be striven for. As can be seen in the tables later in this chapter, these

values were not reached. A preliminary examination of the data suggested there to be

a sufficient variation in the D,y and spin-flip probabilities to discourage the use of bins

larger than 4 MeV.

For the data taken at other angles and energies, we present only the results of the

cone test. This is justified by the consistency of the results, from different tests, seen in

Table 4.1. The cone test was used since it and the <fi + it test gave the most consistent

pair of results and the cone test is the more restrictive. With the consequent lower

count-rates under the more stringent test, the errors are necessarily larger.

4.5 Spin Precession Corrections

As can be seen in Chapter 2, the experimental determination of Dn n from measured

focal-plane polarizations depends on the precession angle in the form of a l/cos(x)

factor. Dn measurements have a l/sin(x) dependence. D44 is independent of \', to first

order, for small out-of-plane scattering angles. The precession angle is a function of

proton energy. The behaviors of l/cos(x) and l/sin(x) as functions of proton energy are
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Ebeam(MeV)
497
497
581
581

w(MeV)
28
42
28
42

l/cos(x)
1.3759
1.2935
2.2609
2.2365

Change (%)

6.4

16.6

l/sin(x)
1.456
1.576
1.083
1.118

Change (%)

8.3

3.3

Table 4.2: Percentage variation in l/cos(x) and l/sin(x) across a 14 MeV excitation
energy byte at incident energies of 497 and 581 MeV.

shown in Figure 4.7. Dnn cannot be measured68 for scattered protons around an energy

of 631 MeV; D// for energies near 318 MeV. Measurements near these dead spots are

inefficient due to the steep gradients of the curves. On the steep portions of the curves

it is incorrect to assume that l/cos(x) or l/sin(x) is the same across an excitation byte,

which is about 14 MeV in the present work. DNC makes this assumption and so results

from this program need to be corrected.

The precession angle, x? is the angle by which the particle spin direction precesses

around the s' direction in the spectrometer magnet and is calculated as follows:

X = gP X 7 X ebend 4.6

where gp = 1.7928 , 0bend is the net bend angle of the particle's trajectory by the

spectrometer magnet, and 7 is the relativistic time dilation factor:

E + m0c
2

7 = TOQC2
4.7

The percentage variations in l/cos(x) and l/sin(x) across a byte of 14 MeV are tab-

ulated in Table 4.2. Note that the small variations correspond to flat sections of the

curves in Figure 4.7; large ones to steep sections.

As can be seen in the equation for x> there are two possible sources of variation.

Both 0bend and 7 are functions of the proton trajectories. First, we examine Obend more

closely. The bend angle in the particle trajectory is given by

Obend = ^magnet + [^target — 0focal] • 4.8

Note that these angles are all planar and so may be added algebraically. Different

values of Btarget show up at the focal plane as Bjocai variations, as shown in Figure
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Figure 4.7: l/cos(x) and l/sin(x) as functions of incident energy. The shaded region
around 460 MeV corresponds to an excitation between 30 and 40 MeV at a beam energy
of 497 MeV; the region around 550 MeV to one at E6eam=581 MeV.
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4.8. The RAYTRACE72 program was used to estimate the magnitude of the variations

possible in 0/ocai using the full acceptance of the spectrometer as the range (±1°)

possible for 0target. 6jocai and Otarget a r e approximately equal but of opposite sign. The

results indicated about a 0.2% correction to \ . Differences in momenta also appear as

variations in 0/Ocal as well as the better known xjocai dependence (see Figure 4.9). To

summarize, variations in 0target and particle momentum cause changes in 8jocai, which

is a measured quantity. Since the analyzer calculation of x includes this measured

quantity, variations in x due to these two effects are included in it and so need not be

corrected for additionally.

Differences in momenta also show up as variations in 7, which is calculated for each

event by the analyzer. This measured 7 is used in the calculation of x a n d s o corrections

for this source of variation are included. From this and the preceding paragraph it can

be concluded that the full effects of ffbend and momentum variations are accounted for

when x variations are measured for different excitation energy bytes.

DNC does not take into account either variations in Btarget or in particle momentum.

Only 7 and x values corresponding to the central trajectory are calculated by DNC.

They are calculated from incident beam energy, particle masses and the magnet bend

angle which are either DNC input parameters or constants. DNC does not do event-

by-event calculations so the only way it could make the corrections mentioned in the

preceding paragraphs is to estimate average values for x a n d 7 f°r e a c n bin from the

accumulation of sums similar to those sums used in the cone and <f> + TT tests. These

corrections are done simply by accumulating histograms of x for each bin.

Besides varying across the 14 MeV byte, clearly x varies across the 4 MeV bin. One

might argue that one should concern oneself with this variation. This is another reason

why bins no larger than 4 MeV were used. At some stage of sub-division one has to

assume that the deviations from linearity of the l/cos(x) and l/sin(x) curves, and the

variations in x» a r e not large enough to merit correction. A reasonable criterion for

judging this is to neglect the effect when the correction is significantly smaller (less

than 50%) than the statistical error of the measurement. Across 4 MeV the correction

due to variations in x a r e about 0.5% whereas statistical errors are around 2-3% on the
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Figure 4.9: Trajectories through the HRS for different momenta. Otarget is kept at zero.
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u (MeV)
31
35
39

D n n

0.647
0.555
0.546

AD n n

0.024
0.025
0.028

DM

0.217
0.162
0.071

AD, ,
0.036
0.036
0.041

D«
0.290
0.173
0.158

AD,,
0.024
0.024
0.027

Table 4.3: Corrected results for Dnn, Dsa and D,, at E6eam=497 MeV with a momentum
transfer of O.S

Dnn measurements, and around 10% on those for Dss and D,,. Across-bin corrections

were ignored.

The excitation energies used in Table 4.2 correspond to the edges of the byte. The

bins studied had centroids nearer the central energy of the byte and so variations in

l/cos(x) and l/sin(x) are slightly less than shown above. Nevertheless, it was felt that

corrections should be made to the DNC results for both Dnn and D,, at 497 MeV, but

only for Dnn at 581 MeV. These corrections are reflected in the Dnn and D,, values

in Tables 4.3 and 4.4; the Dai values do not need precession corrections and so are

those directly from DNC. The cone tested results, corrected for spin precession, are all

plotted in Figures 4.10 and 4.11. The D,j results in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 were used to

calculate S/,, Sr and Snn using equations 2.33. Sj,, Sj and Snn are given in Tables

4.5 and 4.6; they are plotted in Figures 4.12 and 4.13. The discussion of these results

begins in sub-section 5.1.3.

4.6 Polarization Contamination Corrections

In Section 3.7 mention is made of the fact that beam polarization along the beam

direction can not be measured by the beam-line polarimeter. The way to measure

the longitudinal polarization is to precess the polarization vector in a magnetic field

between two polarimeters. Since the only beam-line polarimeter in line C measures the

polarization components at the target, we know both the transverse components but

nothing of the longitudinal component at the target.

In this section the effects of polarization contamination are discussed. An example of
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e,ab = 5.o°
u (MeV)

31
35
39

Dn n

0.686
0.639
0.548

A D n n

0.039
0.042
0.051

D,,
0.272
0.316
0.303

A D , ,
0.027
0.028
0.031

D,/
0.302
0.274
0.246

AD//
0.024
0.025
0.028

= 8.5°

u (MeV)
31
35
39

D n n

0.972
0.943
0.927

A D n n

0.030
0.032
0.038

D,,
0.679
0.626
0.540

A D , ,
0.023
0.024
0.028

D//
0.631
0.590
0.508

AD//
0.023
0.024
0.027

Table 4.4: Corrected results for Dn n , Ds, and D// at 581 MeV with momentum transfers
of 0.56 and 1

u (MeV)
31
35
39

Sx
0.070
0.109
0.092

Sr
0.107
0.117
0.135

Error
0.012
0.013
0.014

0.177
0.223
0.227

A5 n n

0.012
0.013
0.014

Table 4.5: Corrected Si, ST and Snn at E6earn=497 MeV, q=0.56fm - l

0lab = 5.0°

0lab = 8.5°

u (MeV)
31
35
39

St
0.071
0.101
0.127

ST

0.086
0.080
0.099

Error
0.013
0.014
0.017

0.157
0.181
0.226

ASnn

0.020
0.021
0.026

u (MeV)
31
35
39

Si
0.019
0.023
0.026

ST

-0.005
0.005
0.010

Error
0.011
0.012
0.014

0.014
0.029
0.037

ASnn

0.015
0.016
0.019

Table 4.6: Corrected Si , ST and Snn at EieaTO=497 MeV, q=0.56 and 0.85fm- l
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Figure 4.10: D n n , DJ4 and Dlt for 40Ca at q=0.56fm~1 with E6eam=497 (circles) and
581MeV (squares).
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Figure 4.11: D n n , D« and D// for ^ C a at q=0.85fm-1 with E team=581MeV.
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Figure 4.12: Sn n , SL and Sr for 40Ca at
581MeV (squares).

" 1 and E6eam=497 (circles) and
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Figure 4.13: Sn n , SL and ST for 40Ca at q=0.85fm~1 and E t e a m=581 MeV.
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a polarization contamination is having an s or 1-component to the polarization when it is

nominally set to pure n-type. In this case matters are greatly simplified by the fact that

there is no contribution to the scattered normal polarization from incident longitudinal

or sideways polarizations since D/n =D s n =0. Similarly, there is no contribution to

scattered longitudinal or sideways polarizations from incident normal polarization since

Bni =Dns =0 (see equation 2.19). There is, however, mixing of spin polarizations due

to neither Ds; nor D/s being identically zero. In practice, they are usually small.

There is another mechanism by which 1-type polarization can interfere with a Dn n

measurement. If there is a longitudinal component to the spin polarization vector, there

is a longitudinal contribution to the scattered polarization vector due to a non-zero D/j.

The scattered longitudinal component is precessed by the field of the spectrometer and

contributes to non-longitudinal polarizations measured at the focal plane. Measure-

ments on steep portions of the l/cos(x) and l/sin(x) curves are particularly sensitive

to such contaminants, since the focal-plane polarimeter is then measuring a small com-

ponent of the polarization of interest as well as a large component of the contaminating

component. Consider the following example in which D n n is to be measured at 580

MeV. The net precession angle is roughly 75°. Let the incident beam be 80% n-type

and 10% 1-type. Assume for simplicity D,y = 1 (the maximum possible value). The

polarization measured at the focal plane will be inversely proportional to

[0.8 x cos(75°) + 0.1 x sin(750)] = [0.8 x 0.26 + 0.1 x 0.97] = 0.207 + 0.097

where the contaminant is seen to contribute as much as 50% to the measured value.

The full formalism upon which this example is based is developed below. An analogous

argument can be made in the case of D// measurements near 300 and SOOMeV where

the n-type contaminant can contribute substantially.

Re-arranging equations 2.69 and 2.70, for Dnn and P(0), one gets the following

expressions for the polarization at the focal-plane:

+ _ PonCos(x)Dnn + cos{X)Pn(9) 4 g<j
SP POnAy + 1

- _ lQn{x)nn
PfP POnAy - 1
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where ± refer to normal and reverse incident polarizations and P(9) has been sub-

scripted to help identify the source of this term.

Similarly, from D/j and P(0) for longitudinally polarized incident beam we have

another pair of expressions for the polarization at the focal plane:

P% = Poisin(x)Du + cos{x)Pi{9) , 4.10a

P]p = -Poisin(x)Du + cos(X)P,(0) . 4.10b

The two expressions above for Pf are for the specific cases of pure normally and

longitudinally polarized incident beam. If the incident polarization is a combination of

the two one has the following general expression for the focal-plane polarization:

)V POnAy + 1

and similarly for the reverse polarization:

pfp = ^ A l i Poisin(X)Dlt + cos(X)Pi(0) - V ' V / . 4.11&
JP POnAy + I PQnAy + 1

After forming sums and differences of these polarizations we use the resultant equations

to get the following:

where the induced polarization P{(0) (=Pn(0) ) can now be renamed P(0), dropping

reference to the source of the term. After comparison with the expression for Dn n in

Chapter 2 the left hand side of this equation can be identified as the measured D n n ,

and can be expressed in terms of the Dy of the reaction:

pleasured _ faction + D™*™tan(x)— + AyP
Teaction(0) . 4.13

PQn

Following a similar procedure one obtains the following expression for the measured

induced polarization:

) _ preadion^j + factionAytan(X)polPOn • 4.14

Using this one gets for the measured Dn n in terms of the measured induced polarization

pleasured = ^reaction + 2?|J«^"«»ten(x)ftVi4v f— - ^POnl + AyP
me"*Tcd{e) . 4.15

LPOn J
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If one turns off the longitudinal polarization (po/ = 0), one is left with the measured

D n n and induced polarization simply being the Dn n and induced polarization of the

reaction. The correction to Dn n when po/ 5̂  0 is simply the term

Diitan{x)poiAy\ AypOn \ . 4.16
IPOn J

The largest value D/j can have is unity but is less here (see Tables 4.3 and 4.-1).

Typically, pOn >0.55 for the 497 MeV data and pOn >0.75 for the 581 MeV data. From

beam-line polarization measurements in line B and quench polarization measurements,

it was deduced that pQl <0.0065. For an excitation of 35 MeV tan(x)=0.88 at 497

MeV and tan(x)=2.19 at 581 MeV. The analyzing power is about 0.3. Inserting these

maximal experimental values, one gets maximum corrections to Dnn of 0.004 at 497

MeV. At 581 MeV and 5.0° one estimates 0.005 for the correction; 0.01 at 8.5° . These

corrections are at most a third of the statistical errors of D n n , shown in Tables 4.3 and

4.4. It was decided not to correct for this but to bear in mind these possible corrections

for which worst case estimates have been made here.

A similar argument can be developed for the case of D n n corrections to D« when

there is a normal orientated contaminant to longitudinal measurement. Corrections are

most important on steep portions of the l/cos(x) and l/sin(x) curves. In this section

we have discussed the worst case in the present work: corrections to Dnn at 581 MeV.

These similar arguments are thus not pursued here.

4.7 Error Summary

Equations 2.36, 2.41 and 2.45 show that the D;J are all derived from knowing the

incident beam polarization, the focal-plane polarization, the precession angle in the

spectrometer and the out-of-plane scattering angle. The analyzing power and other

D,j appear in the expressions too, but they may all be derived from the fundamental

quantities listed above. To summarize the errors which enter into the measurement of

a D,j we consider the sources of error in each of these quantities.

The incident polarization may be inferred from ratios of currents during the quench

mode. These currents are measured by current digitizers which register a count when
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a minimum charge has accumulated in them. The charge discharges causing a current

which is noted as a count. The error associated with such a device is asymmetric with

only the value plus one count being the other possible value. For example, if 4329

counts were measured it is certain that nothing lower than this number of counts could

have been measured, yet one can not be certain whether as much as 0.97 of a count had

accumulated in the device or not. Therefore, the true number of counts lies between

4329 and 4330 and hence the error mentioned above. Typically a quench measurement

involves a few thousand counts implying a fractional error below the 0.1% level.

More often beam polarization measurement depends on coincidences in the arms of

a polarimeter. The nature of the counts here is statistical. The error associated with

the number of coincidences in each arm depends on the count-rate. If the high voltage

on the photomultiplier is set low or the CH2 target is thin, then the count-rate is low

and the statistical error can be as large as a few percent. A higher voltage setting or

thicker target remedies this to a certain extent; however, caution must be exercised

as both actions can eventually increase the accidental count-rates so much so that the

useful count-rate passes the optimum value. Long data collection times also serve to

reduce the final error in the polarization. The statistical error is included in the DNC

calculation of the D,j and is not regarded as a systematic error.

If the beam is off the central axis of the polarimeter a false asymmetry is induced.

A geometry factor is denned which can be used to tell if the beam is off axis. This

factor is used to correct for such deviations. Exceptionally large values for this factor

are a sign of poor steering and that remedial action is necessary. One cause of an off

axis beam which can not be corrected by steering is a difference in beam trajectory

depending on the polarization of the beam. No signs of this were noted.

A further source of error in the incident polarization is that of contamination. This,

together with its propagation mechanisms and its effect on the focal-plane polarization,

has already been discussed in Section 4.6. The best precaution to take against these

contamination effects is to ensure that the beam polarization direction is exactly along

one of the axes. The polarization of the beam can be tuned before it is accelerated

but small drifts may still occur. Given that contaminant polarizations will occur, an
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additional precaution to take would be to measure all three spin components in the

beam-line between the target and the last beam-line split (in the present case this

would be at the start of line C). As mentioned in Section 4.6, typically errors in the

Dij due to contamination did not exceed 1%.

The focal plane polarization measurements are basically statistical; however, there

are a few sources of systematic errors. If the acceptance regions for, say, left and

right scattered FGEs are not symmetrically situated about the central trajectory or

are of unequal size a false asymmetry is introduced. If the chambers are misaligned or

inefficient false asymmetries may be introduced. These false asymmetries may be easily

detected if one monitors angular and spatial distributions of all events in the chambers.

One chooses to use all events (and not just those which pass the MBD test) since the

majority of events at the focal plane are Coulomb-scattered events which do not have

any analyzing power associated with them and so should not exhibit any asymmetry

other than the systematic one of the polarimeter. Systematic errors here are estimated

to be less than 1%.

Uncertainties in the precession angle in the spectrometer, and their effect on Dy

measurements have already been addressed in Section 4.5. DS3 measurements do not

depend directly on this error, whereas D n n and D/; measurements do. This source of

error is estimated at less 1%.

An aspect not discussed in Section 4.5 is that associated with the processing effect

of the quadrupole on protons with off-axis trajectories. This topic and that of the

precessional effect of fringe fields have been addressed in detail by Jergerson.58 Off-

axis scattering in the horizontal mid-plane (<^=0, 6 ^0) has no effect on Dn n but causes

mixing in the 1 and s directions. The correction to Daa is proportional to D,/ and <j>\ that

to D/i being proportional to D;3 and 4>- The magnitudes of Djs and Daj are typically

small («0.1). In the present case all the data are summed to produce one angular

data point per spectrometer setting and so 4> averages to nearly zero. Consequently,

corrections due to these effects are estimated to be negligible.

The out-of-plane scattering angle can be entirely calculated from tracing back mea-

sured focal plane quantities. Its average value is determined by the program DNC. It
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is generally close to zero and its associated error negligible.

Putting all these errors together an estimate for the overall systematic error can be

obtained. This error is in addition to the statistical errors indicated in Figures 4.10

and 4.11. D,, measurements do not directly involve the precession angle and so tend to

have the smallest systematic errors (w 2%). The systematic error in the Dnn and D//

measurements is estimated to be around 3%. These systematic errors are comparable

to the statistical errors of around 3 to 4% tabulated in Tables 4.3 and 4.4.
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Chapter 5

Discussion of Spin Excitations

In the present experiment the target is a nucleus of many nucleons. A first step towards

understanding the results from a nucleon-nucleus (NA) scattering experiment is to

have some insight into how single nucleons interact with one another. The simplest

environment in which to study nucleon-nucleon (NN) scattering is in the absence of

other nucleons. Spin transfer observables for such free NN scattering are presented in

the first section. In order to provide a more realistic model of NA scattering a number

of corrections to the free values are considered in the second section. The final section

is a chapter summary, including discussion of corrections to the free values.

5.1 Spin observables for free nucleon-nucleon scattering

The NN-interaction mechanism is unrelated to nuclear structure and only deals with

the forces between two free nucleons. All considerations of Fermi motion, Pauli block-

ing, exchange contributions, distortion, multi-step processes and relativistic effects are

excluded. This section is divided into four sub-sections. In the first two sub-sections

free NN values, derived by two different approaches, are presented. The first approach

is based on a phase shift analysis; the latter is done via the T-matrix. In the third

sub-section the experimental values are compared with the free NN values. The fourth

sub-section deals with the validity of assumptions of negligible corrections to the free

values.

5.1.1 Free NN values evaluated via a phase shift analysis

Data for nucleon-nucleon scattering is derived from reactions such as JH(p,p) and
xH(n,p) where the target nucleus is simply a nucleon. These data form the basis for the
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approach followed both here and in the next sub-section. The scattering analysis inter-

active dial-in (SAID) program of Arndt23 uses these data to derive phase shifts from

which values for the spin transfer observables (amongst many others) can be calculated.

Using a large data set, spanning incident energies up to 1600 MeV, isospin-averaged

values for D n n , Dss and D« were obtained using the 'solution' SM89, and then from

these values SL, SJ- and Snn were derived.

In spite of the large data set used by the SAID program, little of it is composed of

experimental values of spin transfer observables. The spin transfer observable data are

sparse in the present regions of interest and are from Besset, et al.73 and Marshall, et

al.74. Both of these groups quote substantial uncertainties in their D,j measurements

for proton on proton collisions: 0.12 to 0.16 by Besset, et al. and 0.3 to 0.4 by Marshall,

et al. No data exist in the present SAID data base for DtJ- measurements for proton-

neutron collisions. It should be noted that the values calculated by SAID are based on

a global fit to many data, including cross-sections and analyzing powers. The errors in

the values are quoted as approximately 0.005. Given the lack of relevant data, it is not

clear whether these errors are reliable.

As a check on the quality of the fit used in this solution, two other specific solu-

tions were used. These specific solutions are based on fits to much smaller data sets

each spanning smaller incident energy ranges. The specific solutions chosen were C500

(covering an energy range from 475 to 525 MeV) and C600 (with a range of 575 to 625

MeV) for comparison with the present experimental data taken at 497 and 581 MeV,

respectively. The excellent agreement between the general solution values and those

from the specific solutions (see Table 5.1) adds credence to the quality of the global fit.

When calculating the free NN-scattering values, one must be careful to use the same

laboratory scattering angles in each case. The SAID program works in the center-of-

mass frame, and so different center-of-mass angles must be used when studying quasi-

free scattering. The center-of-mass angles corresponding to the present experimental

angles and energies are: 13.27° for 5.5° at 497MeV; 12.23° for 5.0° at 58lMeV; 19.75°

for 8.5° at 581MeV.
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Energy(MeV)
500

580

580

5.5
5.5
5.0
5.0
8.5
8.5

Fit
SM89
C500
SM89
C600
SM89
C600

Dn n

0.809
0.806
0.894
0.904
0.888
0.892

DM

0.442
0.430
0.622
0.641
0.590
0.612

D/;
0.579
0.557
0.670
0.680
0.633
0.646

SL
0.014
0.017
0.015
0.014
0.017
0.019

ST
0.082
0.080
0.039
0.034
0.039
0.036

"nn

0.095
0.097
0.053
0.048
0.056
0.054

Table 5.1: NN-scattering values for the D,j, Sn n , S^ and Sj calculated using the SAID
program.

5.1.2 Free NN values evaluated via the T-matrix

Following the approach of Love and Franey,24'75 it is shown here how an expression for

the effective NA interaction and spin observables may be obtained from NN scattering

data. As a first step, NN-scattering is considered, both the target and projectile being

nucleons. For convenience the M-matrix expression in Chapter 2 is recast here, in a

different co-ordinate system, (q ,n ,Q) , dropping references to 'target' and 'projectile'

in favor of ' 1 ' and '2':

M(Ecm,0) = . 5.1

where A, B, C, E, and F are functions of the center-of-mass scattering angle, $cm,

center-of-mass energy, E c m , and the total two-body isospin, T; and where

q = k-k' Q = k + k' and fi = Q x q 5.2

with k and k' being, respectively, the incident and outgoing momenta of the projectile.

Using the completeness relation for the co-ordinate system (q, n, Q)

and the identity

M may be rewritten as

si • s2 = Yl (si " *) x (S2 • *)
i=q,n,Q

(Si • V) (S2 • V) = - [S12(v) + S! • S2] ,

5.3

5.4

M(Ecm, 0cm) = A'Ps + B'PT + C(si + s2) • n + E'Si*(q) + F'Sl2(Q) 5.5
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with

Su(v) = 3(si • w)(s2 • v) — si • S2 ,the tensor operator,

Ps = -[1 — si • Si] ,the singlet spin — projection operator, and

PT = -[3 + si • si] , the triplet spin — projection operator. 5.6

The primed amplitudes are given by:

A-.A-B-B-F. B'=A+»±1±£, E' = £^*. F' . Z^*
5.7

where A' and B' form the central contribution to M; the C term is spin-orbit like; E'

and F' the tensor parts. Rather than working with the M-matrix, a switch to the NN

T-matrix (TNN) is made. INN 1S more directly related to effective interactions derived

from other techniques:

—4ir(%c)2

e) = —-L- M(Ecm,0cm) 5.8

where

E2
cm = m2c4 + {hckf 5.9

Note that the kinematic coefficient of M does not alter the definitions of the D,j nor of

the analyzing power in Chapter 2, if the M-matrix is now replaced by the T-matrix.

This is because the factor occurs an equal number of times in the numerator and the

denominator. The T-matrix formalism is continued throughout.

Assuming a local finite-range form for the effective interaction (V —• V(fi2) s V(r))

and striving for TNN = V(q) one might hope that, due to the antisymmetrization built

(see Chapter 2) into the free M-matrix, one can reproduce all terms in the equation

5.5. Unfortunately, the local nature precludes terms associated with the amplitude F'.

To remedy this, the approach of Love et al.24 of explicitly antisymmetrizing in the NN

and NA systems is adopted. Instead of aiming for T^jv = V(q) one rather tries for its

antisymmetrized version (see equation 5.16).

The following ansatz is tried for the effective interaction in each channel (singlet-

even, singlet-odd, triplet-even and triplet-odd):

V(r) = Vc(r) + VLS(r)L • S + VT(r)Si2 5.10
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where L • S and S12 are the spin-orbit and tensor operators. The radial parts of the

central and spin-orbit potentials are taken to be sums of Yukawa forms; that of the

tensor term r2 times a sum of Yukawa terms:

NC

Vi
cY(r/Ri) 5.11a

VLS(r) = £ VfsY(r/Ri) 5.116
«=i

NT

VT{r) = J2 V?r2Y(r/Ri) 5.11c
1=1

where Y(x) = e~x/x is the Yukawa form and the strengths V are complex. Inserting

equations 5.11 into equation 5.10 yields

. 5.12
4 l

where the Fourier transforms are defined as

Vc(k) = 4,r jT r*drjQ(kr)Vc(r) = 4TT £ j ^ j g j j 5.13a

roo
VT(k) = 4TT jf r2drj2(A;r)Fr(r) = 32*

for k = q,Q. Using equations 5.5, 5.8 and 5.12 one finds

T$ = Kp(g) + ( - j ' t ^W) = T,A' 5.14a

T$ = V$(q) + (~)'Vf(Q) = r]B' 5.14b

TLS s gv"L5(?) - (-)'?VLS(Q) = -irfC 5.14c

TT = VT(q) = -??£' 5.14d

(-)'FT«?) = -ijF* 5.14c

where
c ) ; 5.15
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is the kinematic coefficient in front of the M-matrix in equation 5.8. Parameters in

these potentials are adjusted until

TAW = JcPre-ik'TV(r)[l + (-)lPx]eikr 5.16

instead of simply being equal to the Fourier transform of the potential V(r). Here

Px is the space exchange operator (f -* -r) on the right. (—)' guarantees anti-

symmetrization (/ is the relative angular momentum in the nucleon-nucleon system).

At each energy a set of radii, R,-, is chosen which is thought to correspond to different

exchange potentials. In the meson exchange picture the long-range part (r>2fm) is

described by 7r-meson exchange. The medium-range part is best understood by double

or multiple 7r-meson exchange (the former can be simulated by a cr-meson exchange) and

p-meson exchange. The short-range part (r<0.4fm) is characterized by strong repulsion

and mediated by u?-mesons.

Having chosen the sets of radii, which need not be the same at each energy, the only

remaining variables are the complex strengths, which are the parameters varied, and

eventually determined, by iteratively using equations 5.13 and 5.14. The results of a

X2 fit of the calculated values to the phenomenological values obtained from phase-shift

analyses of NN data, are presented in references 24 and 76. These data include both

direct (incident proton is also the scattered one) and knock-on exchange (the incident

proton stops in the nucleus knocking out the 'scattered particle') contributions.

In the case of NA scattering an A-dependent kinematic correction24'41 to the TJVJV

values is required:

f 2"t + ^ 5.17

with
A22m -j- A2EP

where m is the mass of the proton, Ep the projectile kinetic energy and A the mass

number of the target (ft = c = 1).

To assist in the understanding of the physical characteristics of the potential and

the roles of the various parts of it in NN scattering the approach of Love, et al.24'75
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is followed further. The expressions for natural and unnatural parity excitation cross-

sections of Kerman, et al.41 arc- modified allowing an assessment of the relative impor-

tance of the various parts of the T-matrix.

Below, the knock-on exchange terms are included explicitly and are evaluated in the

short-range approximation, known to be good at intermediate energies for the central

and spin-orbit parts, and thought to be fairly good for the tensor part. In this case the

central and spin-orbit parts of the force are calculated using a single short-range (Rsh)

Yukawa potential with strengths:

and V -

where kA is once again the momentum of the incident nucleon in the NA frame. The

approximation consists of replacing Q by kA in equations 5.14 to get values for NA-

scattering. One has two cases, depending on whether the excitation has natural parity or

not. For natural parity excitations (Air = (—)J) where only non-spin-flip contributions

are important:

^ = [|TC|2 + \TLS\2] T 5.20a

and for unnatural parity excitations (An = (—)J+1) where spin-flip contributions are

dominant:

- ^ = f|r£S|2 + \T° + TTa\2 + \TC + TTp\2 + £\TC + T^|2] T 5.20b
ail I J

where T and £ are nuclear structure factors. £ depends on the relative importance

of the allowed angular momentum transfers, L = J ± 1, and is given by 2J/(J + 1)

in the commonly dominating case of L = J — 1. The new set of T"s are the tensor

contributions to B,E and F, respectively, (in equation 5.1) and are given by

TT& = TT{q) - (-)lTT(kA) 5.21a

TT-> = -2TT(q) - (-)lTT(kA) 5.21b

TTa = TT(q) - 2{-)lTT(kA) . 5.21c

The T-matrix can also be broken into components which reflect transfers of one unit

of spin, one unit of isospin, one unit of both spin and isospin and transfers of neither.
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If &(T) denote the transfer of one unit of spin (isospin) one writes:

Tc = ±[3T
SE + 3TTE + Tso + 9TTO] , lfT = —[-TSE - TTE + Tso + TTO]

j,c _ J_r_37"5JE I rpTE _ rpSO , 2TTO] Tc = — \TSE — STTE — Tso

rpLS _ ^tjiLSE , njiLSOy rpLS _ ^.ffLSE , j>Z,SOi

T0
T = l[TTNE + 3TTNO] , Tj = -[-TTNE + TTNO]

where 'S', 'T', 'LS' and 'TN' stand for central singlet, central triplet, spin-orbit and

tensor components, respectively; 'E' and ' 0 ' for even and odd contributions. The

strength of the central and spin-orbit parts of the interaction for natural parity ex-

citations are \TC\ and |TL5 | , respectively; for unnatural parity excitations the cen-

tral, spin-orbit and tensor parts are respectively ij(2 + £)\T£\, \TLS\ and \TT\ =

y/\TTa\2 + |T r^|2 + e|TTT|2 .

To gain a feeling for the relative size and the energy dependence of the different

components of the force, they are plotted in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. Note that logarithmic

scales are used. In Figure 5.1 the dominance of the scalar-isoscalar component (AS =

0, AT = 0) at all intermediate energies is obvious. It has a minimum near 300 MeV but

increases dramatically above 500 MeV due to the increasing importance of the short

range repulsion mediated by the w-meson. The minimum is fairly flat over the region

200 to 400 MeV making experimental energies near and in this region suited to study of

the spin- and isospin-transfer components of the central force. The next largest central

component is the vector-isovector component (AS = 1,AT = 1) and is essentially

determined by the (T + p)-exchange and shows only a weak energy dependence. The

spin-orbit components exhibit minima near 500 MeV whereas the tensor components

have such broad minima in that region that their behavior could be described as flat.

The momentum dependence of the various components are shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4.

Of the two large central components, scalar-isoscalar and vector-isovector, the latter is

the most rapidly varying in the momentum range q=0.5 - 1.0 fm"1. It is interesting to

note the sharp difference between the 515 MeV and 650 MeV vector component behavior

as a function of momentum transfer. At q=0 there are no spin-orbit components; at
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Figure 5.1: Love-Franey central strengths as functions of energy for q=0.5 (solid) and
1.0 (dash) fra"1
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Figure 5.2: Love-Franey spin-orbit and tensor strengths as functions of energy for q=0.5
(solid) and 1.0 (dash) fin"1.
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Figure 5.3: Love-Franey central strengths as functions of momentum transfer for ener-
gies of 515 MeV (solid) and 650 MeV (dash).
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Figure 5.4: Love-Franey spin-orbit and tensor strengths as functions of momentum
transfer for energies of 515 MeV (solid) and 650 MeV (dash).
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Energy(MeV)
500

580

580

T-matrix
425
500*
515
515
580*
650
515
580*
650

OlabC)
5.5

5.0

8.5

D n n

0.6846
0.7848
0.8010
0.8017
0.8577
0.8993
0.8242
0.8541
0.8744

D«
0.3862
0.5147
0.5374
0.5416
0.6482
0.7386
0.5991
0.6896
0.7668

D;/
0.6375
0.6578
0.6618
0.6582
0.7303
0.7955
0.6767
0.7287
0.7771

Sz-
0.016
0.018
0.019
0.020
0.015
0.011
0.024
0.027
0.029

S T
0.142
0.090
0.081
0.079
0.056
0.039
0.063
0.046
0.034

0.158
0.108
0.099
0.099
0.071
0.050
0.088
0.073
0.063

Table 5.2: NN-scattering spin observables calculated using different Love-Franey
T-matrices77. * denotes interpolations between T-matrices.

q=0.5fm~1 and q=1.0fm~1 both the isovector and isoscalar components have increased

to be comparable with the central vector-isovector component. The tensor components

behave quite differently as functions of q: the scalar-isoscalar component is flat while

the isovector component strength doubles in moving from q=0.5fm~1 to q=1.0fm~1.

The importance of variations in these amplitudes as functions of momentum transfer

and energy will be discussed later when nuclear structure calculations are refined.

Baker76 has followed the logic of Love and Franey, presented in the preceding para-

graphs, and calculated the spin observables from the T-matrix strengths.77 Values for

SL, ST, Snn and the D,j are shown in Table 5.2. Calculations for free scattering were

done at 425, 515, 650 MeV (energies at which Love-Franey amplitudes exist) as well as

the experimental energies, near 500 and 580 MeV (by linearly interpolating). Clearly

the energy at which the amplitudes are taken is important: differences between 50%

and 100% are observed in Snn in different calculations of a single case. Using 515

MeV amplitudes for comparison with 500 MeV data seems to be a reasonably good

approximation, with a maximum variation of 10% observed in ST and Snn-

Comparing the interpolated values in Table 5.2 with the SM89 values in Table

5.1 one may check the consistency between the direct and indirect (via the T-matrix

formulation) approaches. A comparison is provided in Table 5.3 where it is seen that

agreement is fair; the T-matrix-derived Snn values are about 15% larger than those
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Energy(MeV)
500

580

580

5.5

5.0

8.5

Dn n

0.809
0.785
0.894
0.858
0.888
0.854

DM

0.442
0.515
0.622
0.648
0.590
0.690

Dw

0.579
0.658
0.670
0.730
0.633
0.729

Si
0.014
0.018
0.015
0.015
0.017
0.027

Sr
0.082
0.090
0.039
0.056
0.039
0.046

0.095
0.108
0.053
0.071
0.056
0.073

Table 5.3: Comparison of NN-scattering spin observables derived directly (SAID -
SM89) and indirectly (via interpolations between T-matrices). In each box the up-
per values are from SAID; the lower from T-matrices.

from SAID (this is due to both Sf, and Sr being larger). The ratio of spin longitudinal

to transverse strength is roughly the same in both calculations. It is larger at the higher

incident proton energy. SL is usually less than 0.02 at these momentum transfers while

ST is between 2 and 5 times this value.

In concluding this sub-section we note that reasonable agreement, for the spin ob-

servables, is achieved between the more direct calculations using the Arndt program

SAID and those done by Baker using the Love-Franey T-matrix. In the next section

comparisons are made between these calculations of the free NN scattering values and

the observed data.

5.1.3 Comparison of data with free NN scattered values

A first estimate of what happens during a scattering from a nucleus might assume that

the forces in the nucleus play no role and that projectiles scatter from a free nucleon in

the nucleus. Thus far in this chapter only the free nucleon-nucleon scattering process

has been studied. The kinematically corrected free NN values of SL, Sr and their sum

Snn are shown together with the data measured in this work in Figures 5.5-7. The data

are from Chapter 4. If the empirical spin observables are equal to the calculated free

NN scattering values then, essentially, the nucleus plays no role and can be considered

to be a Fermi gas of non-interacting nucleons. This is clearly not observed to be the

case in Figures 5.5-7. In describing experimental values different from the free NN

scattering values the terms 'enhanced' and 'depleted' are introduced. An enhancement
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Figure 5.5: Experimental values for Snn, SL and Sr in 40Ca at E=497 MeV, 0^=5.5°.
Free NN scattering values are shown as dashed lines.
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of the experimental Snn values by a factor of two above the free values is evident at

the smaller momentum transfer at both energies. A 50% reduction is observed at the

larger momentum transfer. The latter observation must be considered while bearing in

mind that the experimental values have statistical and systematic errors between 50 and

100%. From the free values it can be seen that the probe (the proton) is predominantly

transverse at the present momentum transfers (q=0.55 fm"1 and q=0.85 fin"1). The

enhancement of Snn above free values at q=0.55 fin"1 can be almost entirely attributed

to an enhancement in the longitudinal channel. Values slightly above the free values

are observed in the transverse channel. At q=0.85 fm"1 approximately the free value

is measured in the longitudinal channel, whereas the transverse channel strength is

reduced.

The enhancement in Snn at the lower q is comparable to that expected on the basis

of the 318 and 800 MeV results14'15. We expect, and see, an ehancement larger than

the 50% seen at 318 MeV but smaller than the factor of four seen at 800 MeV. The

energy dependence of the enhancement has previously been explained as due to the

energy dependence of the free value of Snn. The consistency in the energy dependence

is reflected in the constancy of the relative spin response, R$, as will be discussed in sub-

section 5.1.4. The reduction seen in Rs at the larger momentum transfer is surprising.

While no enhancement was seen at 318 or 800 MeV at this q, by 40 MeV at least the

free value had been reached.

The most important results for our purposes here, though, are the relative values

of SL and ST- The experimental values are roughly equal to each other. At first sight,

this seems to agree with the expectations of the theories discussed in Chapter 1, where

we mentioned that the interpretation of the Snn enhancement suggested that roughly

equal effects were expected in the longitudinal and transverse channels. However, these

theories predict roughly equal enhancements. The fact that the observed values happen

to be roughly equal, while the free values with which they should be compared are quite

different, means that the enhancements are also quite different. This is shown for the

low q data in Figure 5.8 where the ratio SL/ST for the data divided by the corresponding

free ratio is plotted (later defined as ft/fr). The large values are in strong disagreement
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with the nuclear structure theories discussed thus far; they predict a value of unity in

all cases. All these calculations assume that the spin observables are robust variables.

In the remainder of this chapter and in the next, we shall explain this assumption in

greater detail.

5.1.4 The spin response ratio R5

A AS = 0 transition cannot flip the spin of the proton in the absence of distortions.

All spin-flip is due to the transfer of one unit of spin (i.e., is associated with a AS = 1

transition). In (p,p') scattering spin transfers larger than one are not possible. Not

all A5 = 1 transitions involve a spin-flip, since it is possible for a unit of spin to

be transferred without the projection being flipped, a is defined to be the spin-flip

probability for a AS = 1 transition. Since the spin-flip probability can He written as

the ratio of the cross-section for spin-flip (in a nucleus with A nucleons) to the total

scattering cross-section as in equation 1.1, it may also be written in terms of cross-

sections for AS = 0 and AS = 1 transitions as in equation 1.2.

For a spin transfer of AS = i, the cross-section aA = aA(AS = £), can be

factorized21 as in equation 1.3 and the relative nuclear response defined by equation

1.4. Using equations 1.1-4 one can write R5 in terms of Snn as in equation 1.5. Thus

Rs can be derived from S«n provided the a{Tee and aA are known. The simple model

described in references 14 and 15 assumes that aA is equal to the free NN-scattering

value a^ree which is given in terms of the coefficients of the M-matrix (see equation

2.4) by

# + ** 5 2 3
~ B* + C2 + E* + F2 '

Figure 5.9 shows the weak excitation energy dependence of a^ree at the three exper-

imental angles and energies. The values for o/ ree were obtained from Arndt's SAID

program.23 The ratios of these cross-sections, <rQTee/a(Tee, are tabulated in Table 5.4

along with the values of afTee. All values are calculated to correspond to an excitation

of 35 MeV in 40Ca. This cross-section ratio is essentially excitation energy independent,

as is afree (see Figure 5.9).
Using the values from Figure 5.9 and Table 5.4 one arrives at values for R5 for
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Figure 5.9: NN-scattering spin-flip probability for AS = 1 transitions, o-^ree, at q=0.55
fm"1 and 500 MeV (solid); q=0.55 fm"1 and 580 MeV (dash); q=0.85 fm"1 and 5S0
MeV (dot).
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Energy(MeV)
500
580
580

0iab{°)
5.5
5.0
8.5

a/ree

0.358
0.320
0.284

2.328
3.495
2.897

Table 5.4: NN-scattering spin-flip probability for AS = 1 transitions (a^ r ee) calculated
from T-matrices, and the ratio of cross-sections for AS = 0 and AS = 1 transitions
calculated using the SAID program.

the present data; they are plotted in Figure 5.10. Also plotted in this figure are R$

values derived from experimental data taken with a 40Ca target at the same momentum

transfers (q«0.5 and 0.9 fm"1) at incident energies of 318 and 800 MeV.

Equations 1.1-4 assume that S^n (=Sn n) is unchanged from its free NN-scattering

value by nuclear reaction effects including distortion, relativistic effects, Fermi motion

effects, multistep processes, and Pauli blocking. This insensitivity to the reaction effects

is referred to as robustness. The reaction mechanism differs substantially at the different

incident energies of 318, 800 and around 500 MeV. So, if the reaction mechanism

determines the shape of the R5 versus u> curve, then one would expect vastly different

values and curve shapes for R5 at the different incident energies. On the other hand,

if nuclear structure determines Rs, then one expects its shape to be independent of

incident energy. At the smaller momentum transfer (q«0.5 fin"1) it seems a strong

case for the latter exists, apparently validating the approach followed in equations 1.1-1

and strongly suggesting that the enhancement above free values is an intrinsic nuclear

structure effect. Here the high values of R s at higher u indicate that the nuclear

response is strongly dominated by spin-transfer, AS — 1, transitions.

At the higher momentum transfer (q«0.9 fm"1) the 318 and 800 MeV data seem

to be inconsistent with the idea that the enliancement is entirely a structure effect.

There is a large scatter to the points at 318 and 800 MeV. The 581 MeV data are very

different; they strongly suggest that the simple approach followed in equations 1.1-4

is invalid. Admittedly the uncertainties in the experimental values at this energy are

large.
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5.2 Corrections to free values

As discussed above, our data are in clear disagreement with theoretical calculations

which neglect effects of the nuclear reaction mechanism. A much more sophisticated

theory of the nuclear structure will be presented in Chapter 6. But it is important also

to discuss now corrections to the free NN values due to reaction effects. These include

Fermi motion, relativity, and two-step processes. Distortion effects are introduced, but

are to be discussed more fully in Chapter 6.

5.2.1 Fermi motion corrections

Fermi motion is that due to the movement of individual nucleons within nuclei. An

incoming 500 MeV proton may strike a nucleon in the nucleus moving towards it with

an energy of up to 39 MeV in 40Ca allowing an incoming 500 MeV proton to have a

collision energy up to 733 MeV. In calculating T-matrix elements for such a scattering

one uses component strengths at the relativistically calculated effective energy. It is

incorrect to simply add energies; one must add momenta. An equally likely case is

that of the struck nucleon receding from the projectile; T-matrix elements at energies

down to 306 MeV are appropriate. In spite of the symmetric distribution of nucleon

velocities in the nucleus, the average effect on spin observables is not necessarily zero:

a review of Figures 5.1 and 5.2 shows that component strengths vary with the energy

of the incident projectile. Table 5.2 gives some idea of the size of variations in spin

observables for different collision energies. Calculations corrected for Fermi motion

typically use the T-matrix strengths appropriate for each energy and then integrate

over a Fermi momentum distribution; the averaging is done last.

A number of calculations have been done which take into account the nuclear motion

described above. Three are discussed here. The first is due to Baker76 and uses the

optimal frame approximation of Gurwitz78 in recalculating free NN values. The second

calculation is based on work by Smith26'79 and also uses the optimal frame. The final

approach discussed here is that due to Horowitz and Murdock.25

The results from Baker's calculations are shown in Figures 5.11-16. For the sake
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of comparison, the free NN values without Fermi motion corrections are shown. The

optimal frame and the laboratory frame coincide at the quasi-elastic peak (at about

5 MeV for q=0.56fm~1 and about 15 MeV for q=0.85fm~1). Working in the optimal

frame (and thereby including Fermi motion effects) we note that in general the D,j

increase slightly, relative to the free values, at excitations below the quasi-elastic peak,

while decreasing, at times substantially, above it. Correspondingly, Snn increases at the

higher excitations. Sj, is almost insensitive to the choice of frame (and consequently

the inclusion of Fermi motion) whereas Sj contains all the energy dependence observed

in Snn. If these optimal frame calculations are sufficiently accurate, these corrections

to Snn and Sr are large. Similar calculations at 318 and 800 MeV for Snn produced a

much smaller effect.

Excluding or including Fermi motion does not alter the fact that the D,j are con-

sistently larger at 581 MeV than at 497 MeV for the same momentum transfer, of

0.56 fin""1. Also, Snn and Sy are smaller at the higher energy, whereas SL is about the

same. The inclusion of Fermi motion has the same effect at both energies.

Comparing calculations at the same incident energy (581 MeV) but different mo-

mentum transfers, we see that the free D,j and the Fermi motion corrected D,j at low

excitation are roughly the same. Since the Fermi motion corrected values at high exci-

tations deviate much further from the free values at the lower momentum transfer than

at the higher, one must conclude that the Fermi correction depends rather strongly on

momentum transfer, and has a smaller effect at larger momentum transfers.

Note too that with the inclusion of Fermi motion the ratio SL/ST remains less than

unity. The same is observed for the free values. This is interpreted to say that the

proton probe remains predominantly transverse.

The spin observable behaviors as functions of excitation energy were also obtained

from a code based on the work by Smith. His calculations are identical to those of

Baker but the predicted values differ: this simply reflects the fact that different sources

of free values (see Table 5.3) were used. Recall that Smith uses values based on Arndt's

phase shift analysis, whereas the latter uses values derived from a fitted T-matrix.

A further set of calculations is based on the approach of Horowitz and Murdock;25
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Figure 5.11: D,j at 500 MeV and q=0.56 fin"1 with (solid) and without (dash) Fermi
momentum corrections. Calculations were done76 using the T-matrix.77
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Figure 5.12: Snn, SL and Sr at 500 MeV and q=0.56 far1 with (solid) and without
(dash) Fermi momentum corrections. Calculations were done76 using the T-matrix.77
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Figure 5.13: D,-,- at 580 MeV and q=0.56 fin"1 with (solid) and without (dash) Fermi
momentum corrections. Calculations were done76 using the T-matrix.77
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Figure 5.14: Snn, SL and Sr at 580 MeV and q=0.56 fm"1 with (solid) and without
(dash) Fermi momentum corrections. Calculations were done76 using the T-matrix.77
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Figure 5.15: DtJ at 580 MeV and q=0.85 fin"1 with (solid) and without (dash) Fermi
momentum corrections. Calculations were done76 using the T-matrix.77
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a short formal discussion is provided in the next sub-section. The target nucleus is

assumed to be a Fermi gas; a relativistic plane wave impulse approximation (ItPWIA)

calculation is done. Only quasi-elastic scattering is studied, and observables can be

calculated only near the quasi-elastic peak. With this limitation, the effects of Fermi

motion are calculated with an on-shell approximation.

Using the code of Horowitz and Murdock, calculations were done by the author at

q=0.56 fm"1 and 500 MeV in which the the Fermi momentum (an input parameter)

was reduced to near zero (kp^O-lfm"1). This should correspond to neglecting Fermi

motion; it means the quasi-elastic peak is very narrow. Calculations were also done at

kp=0.94fm"1 and kJp=2.0fm~1. Normal nuclear density corresponds to kp =1.36fm~1,

but a maximum Fermi momentum was chosen which corresponded to an average density

appropriate to a surface-peaked reaction (about a third of the normal nuclear density).

The results are shown in Figures 5.17 and 5.18 at 500 MeV for q=0.56fm"1. Note that

they do not extend to the region of interest, since the quasi-elastic peak occurs at very

low excitation.

These figures indicate that the effect of Fermi motion is to increase all the D,j,

and to decrease Snn, SL and Sy roughly linearly with kp. This is just the opposite of

the effects shown with the optimal frame calculations. On the other hand, the curves

calculated here with kp of 0.94fm~1 for Dnn and Bas axe quite similar to the curves

calculated with Fermi motion in the optimal frame; there are small differences in the

D/< values. It may be that it is only appropriate to use this code with values of kp near

the realistic ones.

It is also true that in the calculations in this model, SL is consistently less than Sy,

and there is nothing to suggest this statement will not hold in the region a>=30 to 40

MeV. This agrees with the predictions based on optimal model calculations presented

earlier.

Thus, while the effects of Fermi motion clearly must be explored further, there is

no indication that they explain the strong enhancement observed in the measured ratio

of Si/Sy. They may indeed be important, at this energy at least, in explaining the

enhancement in Snn.
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5.2.2 Relativistic corrections

At incident energies of 500 MeV it is not certain that non-relativistic quantum mechan-

ics is appropriate. In this sub-section the RPWIA approach of Horowitz and Murdock25

is followed in an attempt to estimate the size of corrections to spin observables due to

relativity. Here the Schrodinger wave equation is replaced by the Dirac equation. It is

to be borne in mind that the results of calculations based on this model should not be

used to decide whether or not a relativistic formulation is necessary since the present

formulation may not be correct, yet a relativistic formulation may be appropriate. The

solutions to the Dirac equation are weighted in the lower component by the inclusion

of an effective mass. The four-component spinor for the projectile of momentum pi is

given by:

Xi 5.24

where xi 1S a Pauli-spinor, E\ = (p2 + M2)1 /2 and M\ is the effective mass which is

density dependent. Typical values for the effective mass of the projectile lie between 80

and 90% of the free mass.25 As can be seen from equation 5.24, the lower components

are thus enhanced. A similar equation exists for the target. The effective mass of the

target nucleons lies in the same range as that of the projectile.

The results of calculations based on Ref. 25, using relativistically reduced masses

for the projectile and target, are shown in Figures 5.19-24. For comparison the results

of calculations using free masses are also shown.

At a momentum transfer of q=0.56 fm"1, both at 500 and 580 MeV, the D,j are all

increased by 5-10% when the relativistic masses are used. Since S& and S j involve the

difference (Dja-D«) and these two individual D,j increase by roughly the same amount

when the relativistic masses are used, the behavior of the spin longitudinal and spin

transverse strengths is dominated by variations in Dnn. The difference (DM-D«) has

an energy dependence which is roughly the same as that of D n n , but of the opposite

sign, and so the energy dependence of S j is predicted to be much stronger than that of

Sx,. Relativistic effects reduce Snn by about 25% (w 0.02) and so do not seem capable

of explaining any enhancement. The reduction in Snn is mainly in the spin transverse
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Figure 5.19: Quasi-elastic D;J at 500 MeV, q=0.56 fm 1 using free (dash) and effective
(solid) masses for both the target and the projectile.
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Figure 5.20: Quasi-elastic Snn, Ŝ , and Sy at 500 MeV, q=0.56 fm"1 using free (dash)
and effective (solid) masses for both the target and the projectile.
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Figure 5.21: Quasi-elastic D,j- at 580 MeV, q=0.56 fm J using free (dash) and effective
(solid) masses for both the target and 'the projectile.
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Figure 5.22: Quasi-elastic Snn, SL and Sr at 580 MeV, q=0.56 fm"1 using free (dash)
and effective (solid) masses for both the target and the projectile.
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Figure 5.23: Quasi-elastic D,j at 580 MeV, q=0.85 fm"1 using free (dash) and effective
(solid) masses for both the target and the projectile.
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Figure 5.24: Quasi-elastic Sn n , SL and Sr at 580 MeV, q=0.85 fm"1 using free (dash)
and effective (solid) masses for both the target and the projectile.
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channel.

At the larger momentum transfer, q=0.85fm~1, the behavior of Dn n is quite differ-

ent: it decreases when the relativistic masses are used. D// increases, but by a much

smaller amount than at the smaller momentum transfers. DM behaves almost exactly

the same as in the softer collisions. These behaviors cause corrections of different signs

to SL and Sj- when relativistic corrections are included. Oppositely signed corrections

to Sf, and Sj are based on the fact that D n n and D// are little changed and all the

relativistic effect is essentially in D5S. Dsa occurs in SL and Sr with opposite signs.

The result is that Snn is only very slightly reduced (<0.01) when effective masses are

used.

In all cases here S7* decreases by 20% when relativistic masses are used. At the

smaller momentum transfers, Sf, decreases slightly, whereas in the harder collision a

small enhancement is predicted. Thus, it seems the transverse channel is more sensitive

to incident energy dependent relativistic effects, whereas the longitudinal channel is

more influenced by relativistic effects dependent on momentum transfer. The relativistic

correction to Snn seems only weakly excitation energy dependent.

5.3 Conclusions without distortions or nuclear structure

To date a number of models have been proposed in attempts to explain the measured

values of spin observables. The simplest models attach no significance to the fact that

the projectile is interacting with a nucleus, but rather assume that it is just interact-

ing with a single free nucleon in a non-interacting Fermi gas. These models do not

adequately account for the observed large spin-flip strength observed at energies from

around 300 to 800 MeV, as can be seen in Figures 1.1 and 5.5-7. At around 500 MeV

the longitudinal spin-flip strength is observed to be much larger than predicted by these

models; the obeserved transverse spin-flip strength measurements are slightly in excess

of the predictions. No measurements of SL and Sr are presently available near 300 nor

800 MeV.

In the discussions14'15 of measurements of Snn done at 318 and 800 MeV, claims are
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made that Snn is insensitive to most corrections due to nuclear reaction effects, which

would complicate its connection with the strength of spin-transfer transitions (A S=l).

At 800 MeV, Fermi motion25"28, relativity and two-step procceses are predicted to have

a small effect. At 318 MeV similar statements are made. With little work done on the

subject suspicions were expressed that distortions might have the largest effect. It was

not certain whether the effect would be large enough to threaten the robustness of Snn.

With no calculations available at incident energies near 500 MeV, it was uncertain

whether these reaction effects were expected to be small here, too. Section 5.2 investi-

gated these effects in this region. A summary of the results obtained there is presented

here.

Models more sophisticated than those based on a non-interacting Fermi gas include

effects due to Fermi motion. Due to the specific nature of the RPWIA model (for

quasi-elastic scattering only) one should be wary of using it to make general statements

about inelastic scattering to the continuum. Here it is only used to give an estimate

of the size of Fermi motion corrections. The optimal frame calculations are similarly

employed. The optimal frame approximation calculations predict an enhancement in

Snn of about 0.05 at an excitation of 35 MeV at smaller momentum transfers, but not

(<0.01) at the larger. The RPWIA model results are difficult to interpret, but they

seem to indicate an effect in the opposite direction. In any event, the large measured

ratio of SL/ST normalized to the free ratio is left unexplained.

RPWIA calculations presented earlier in this work suggest that relativistic consider-

ations decrease Snn (by «0.02) at small momentum transfers. A slight increase (<0.01)

is predicted in the harder collision. Snn is essentially unaffected by relativistic effects. It

seems that large enhancements are not produced by such considerations: the increase25

in Snn is 0.01 at 800 MeV. At 318 MeV the relativistic contribution to Snn is small.24

Two-step processes are interactions in which the incident proton undergoes two

nuclear interactions before leaving the nucleus. Contributions from two-step processes

are predicted to amount to 10 to 20% of the total and spin-flip cross-sections. These

processes yield values of Snn close to those predicted from single-step processes and

so do not change calculated Snn noticeably14 at 318 MeV. Calculations15 at 800 MeV
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found negligible two-step contributions to Snn-

What is missing from the discussion in this section are the effects of distortion and

of actual nuclear structure. Some early attempts to calculate distortion effects have

suggested26 that distortions at 318 MeV are important only at smaller angles (« 3°)

and tend to decrease Snn. These calculations were based on an interacting Fermi gas

model using a phenomenological optical potential. Further calculations of suggest that

distortions decrease the effects of including random phase approximation correlations.

More detailed study of the effects of distortion has recently been conducted:80 the first

DWIA calculation will be discussed in the next chapter.

We discussed in the introduction that nuclear structure models could explain at

least part of the enhancement of Snn. These models predicted equal enhancement of

SL and Sx, and, as we have seen, the data contradict this. The best nuclear structure

calculation that can be carried out is a second order RPA calculation. The DWIA

calculation to be described in the next chapter includes such a nuclear structure basis.
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Chapter 6

Distortions and nuclear RPA calculations.

In the previous chapter conclusions were drawn without an in-depth study of the effects

of distortions. In some instances the data are well explained but there still remain

discrepancies. In this chapter the effects of distortion are taken into account. This

has only recently been made possible due to the work of Wambach and Unkelbach;80*81

we present here a summary of the approach followed in Unkelbach's thesis.80 This is

the first low momentum transfer DWIA calculation using the second random phase

approximation (SRPA). Spin-orbit distortions are included in an approximate manner.

In the first section a random phase approximation (RPA) calculation is discussed;

a second RPA calculation goes one step further by including 2p-2h correlations which

are discussed later in this section. The RPA uses single particle states derived from a

Woods-Saxon form for the potential and a residual interaction derived from the * + p

- exchange force. A contact potential, the Landau Migdal force, is visited briefly for

comparison. The above model is developed from basic assumptions about the structure

of the nucleus and the nuclear interaction, and from the fitting of phenomenological

models to experimental data. In addition to the effects of distortion, two-particle two-

hole (2p-2h) contributions are discussed briefly. From this RPA calculation one derives

the transition densities needed to do a finite nucleus distorted wave impulse approxi-

mation (DWIA) calculation (discussed in the second section). The DWIA calculation

also needs, as input, interaction strengths which come from the T-matrix (previously

discussed in Chapter 5) and optical potential parameters (discussed in the second sec-

tion). The optical potential used is of a Woods-Saxon form. The results of calculations

based on this model are presented in the third section. Spin observables are compared

with experimental data. The effects of distortions on S^/Sy, Rs and a are discussed.
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6.1 RPA theory

Due to the difficulty of studying many-particle systems it is common to make approx-

imations, particularly when the forces of interaction are not well understood. The

multi-nucleon nucleus is one such system. One of the simplest approximations describ-

ing the motion of a nucleon in a nucleus is to assume that the forces due to the other

nucleons average out in the nucleus, yielding a mean field through which this nucleon

moves without interaction. One speaks of an independent particle model. In this model

an important force in the nucleus is neglected: the residual interaction between nucle-

ons. The nucleus can reach excited states when struck by a projectile transferring

momentum and energy. A reasonable description of the excited states of the nucleus is

obtained when the residual interaction is considered under the random phase approxi-

mation. The independent particle model approximation is now briefly examined. This

is followed by the calculation of transition strengths or densities in the random phase

approximation model, whereby introducing two models for the residual interaction.

The two particle Hamilton operator can be written as the sum of a kinetic energy

operator and an interaction potential between two fermion states. In a Hartree-Fock

calculation the interaction term is separated into a single particle part and a two parti-

cle residual interaction. In the independent particle model no two-particle interactions

are considered, and so one merely has single-particle wave-functions which are eigen-

functions of single-particle operators. This is due to the free movement of the nucleons

through the mean field in the nucleus. The mean field is often described by a Woods-

Saxon well with Coulomb, central and spin-orbit parts. The parameters are adjusted

to fit experimental data. As might be expected, the single-particle model does well

in reproducing non-collective states but fails for collective states. The inclusion of the

residual interaction is clearly important.

Using the single-particle wave-functions mentioned above, one can work towards

evaluating the contribution of the residual interaction to the description of excited states

of the nucleus, including the collective ones. The random phase approximation82"8"1

(RPA) allows both the creation and annihilation of excited states. In comparison the
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Tamm-Dancoff approximation only allows the creation of states, preventing a decrease

in energy en route to the final excited state. In the RPA formalism an excited state,

with an energy uOj above the ground state, can be described as a summation of p-h

states:

where j represents a state with an energy below the Fermi surface; k a state above.

The a* is a creation operator; a one of destruction. The initial state is designated the

ground state and is understood to have all single-particle states below the Fermi surface

filled, all those above empty (or filled with holes). The RPA amplitudes are given by:

Xjk =< M4 ai\h > 6'2a

y/k =< <h\a) ak\<f>} > 6.26

The square of the amplitude Xjk is the probability that the system has the p-h configu-

ration a.j ak\<h > in the final state; \Yjk\
2 the probability that this state is annihilated.

The RPA amplitudes are solutions to the RPA-equation:

I A B \ /X'\ fXt\

-J U H ' y/) 6.3

with

Aik,lj =< ik^lVre^lj'1 > +((i - €k)6uSjk , 5,fc,Jj =< t*"1^,^ '"1 / > . 6.4

In calculating spin observables one needs the transition density. The transition

density is defined as pij =< <j>j\p\<t>i >, the transition operator being p. In momentum

space one has for the spin and current densities:

1=1

respectively, with spin and isospin operators Of = 1 if 5 = 0, Of = ffy if S = 1, and

Oj = 1 if T = 0, Oj = TJ if T = 1. Now, using the RPA expression for the final state
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and setting the initial state to being the ground state one has:

/*/=/*>/ = £ Xjk < j\p\k >+Y/k < k\p\j > 6.5

In spherical nuclei the total (angular) momentum, JM, is conserved, allowing a simpli-

fication of the matrix elements in equation 6.5 to

< jll^HJb >= /rarfrjLfor)*J(r) Jtf(r) < \ /,• jjW^xO3]^ '* i* >< *i\OT\tk >

< J\\]J\\k >= j'T2drjL{qr)R%T) Rt(r) < \ / ; i ; | | [ r ( L )x/"F>| | | lkjk X tj\OT\tk > .

The calculations of the reduced matrix elements80 and the radial integrations can be

done analytically and so an expression for the transition density is finally reached.

For each spin and parity change in going from the ground to the excited state, an

excitation energy spectrum can be generated. The spectrum is a collection of delta-

functions, each of calculable strength. Summing these delta functions for all possible

Air and AS yields an excitation spectrum for the target nucleus. If a suitable width is

folded into the delta functions, a realistic spectrum is obtained which may be compared

to experimental cross-section data.

The choice of a suitable width is made by considering the coupling of lp-lh exci-

tations (the only type considered here so far) to 2p-2h excitations.27 Previously, the

inclusion of 2p-2h excitations has been used successfully in calculations of the widths

of giant resonances.85"87 Smith and Wambach27 include the coupling of np-nh exci-

tations to lp-lh, but neglect direct couplings of np-nh states (n > 1) to the ground

state, producing a correction to the RPA hamiltonian: H = HRPA — U(u>) where U

is some function of excitation energy u which generates a complex self-energy for each

state S,(w). The self-energy is assumed to independent of the state in the quasi-elastic

region of the continuum, where the density of states85 is greater than 102 per MeV.

This state-independent self-energy, £(w), is assumed to be complex. Of consequence

here is that the diagonal elements, A and A^, in the matrix in equation 6.3 become

energy dependent. This makes, following equation 6.4,

4i*,tf(w) =< i*~>r« + SCwJiy1 > +(*,• - ek)6uSjk = Aikjj+ < ik-l\±(u)\lj-1 > .

6.6
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£(u;) is approximately diagonal in the RPA-basis and so its expectation value is roughly

H(u)6u6iej- S(w) can be written as S(w) = A(w) + iT((j) where F is a spreading width

which gives a width to the strength functions (previously delta-functions) and, hence,

a smoothing out of the excitation spectrum.

To evaluate the RPA amplitudes an expression for the residual interaction is needed.

A simple approach here is to note that the range of the nuclear force is much shorter

than the radius of the nucleus and so a contact potential is assumed. The Landau-

Migdal force88'89 is a contact potential. It assumes spin-orbit and tensor contributions

are negligible and thus makes an ansatz of a pure central force:

vre3 = CQ[fQ + /QT.T' + goa.a' + g'0<r.cr' r.r'\ 6.7

where Co is simply a constant; /o,/o,5o and g'o are the Landau parameters and are

all assumed to be functions of the nuclear density, p, but it turns out that only /o is

strongly so. In this case the density dependence is proposed to be:

6.8

where the density function is a Fermi function. Rinker and Speth90 estimated the

following universal values from a study of 208Pb:

/on = 0.2 , /o
ei = -2.45 , /^ = 1.5 , 5o = 0.55 , g'Q = 0 .7 .

Electric giant resonances are described well89'91"94 using only /o and /Q. The go and g'o

describe the magnetic states, but not very well. The failure, particularly when AL > 0,

suggests a contact potential is inadequate.89'94

Baym and Brown95 considered an improved potential: it is based on ff-meson and

/>-meson exchange. Here the residual interaction is momentum independent. The JT and

p exchange potentials are given by:

rv
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where mT - 139MeV, mp = 770MeV and the coupling constants96, f% = 0.08, ft

4.86. The form-factors are given by:

with A* = Gfin'^Ap = lOfm"1 as the cut-off masses of the form-factors. The potential

V(q) = K(?) + Vp(q) can be written as follows, folding in a correlation function, </(£),

which cuts off the potential at very short-range:

Vcorr(q) = —^}3 J <?k *(« + k)V(k) 6.11

To provide the cut-off a number of ansatzes have been proposed.96"98 One such propo-

sition is g(r) = 1 - jo(qcr) with qc=3.39 fm"1, corresponding to the w-meson mass. In

momentum space this becomes:

2TT 2

g(q) = (2TT)3%) - -^ 6(\q\-qc).

In this section a basic outline to RPA theory has been given. Also two models for

the residual interaction, which is needed to evaluate the RPA amplitudes, have been

looked at. The last-described model for the residual interaction was used to derive

the transition densities between initial and final states which are used in the following

section. To derive a suitable form for the wave-functions describing the initial and final

states the optical potential is utilized.

6.2 The Optical Potential and Distorted Wave Theory

As a preliminary to describing a distorted wave impulse theory, we look at how the

optical potential is used to derive wave-functions describing initial and final states.

The optical potential describes the interaction of the projectile with the average field

in the nucleus. In scattering the asymptotic form of the wave-function of the incoming

projectile is assumed to be a plane wave. In the plane wave (PW) approximation

this wave-function is the one which reaches the nucleus and interacts with it. As the

projectile approaches the nucleus it moves into the field of the nucleus and so its wave-

function is expected to be distorted by it. Thus, a distorted wave interacts with the
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nucleus. A similar argument applies to the scattered particle. This latter model is

known as the distorted wave (DW) model.

In the impulse approximation (IA) the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction is re-

placed by the free nucleon-nucleon interaction which is described by the T-matrix. The

optical potential can be calculated knowing the T-matrix and the density distribution

functions of both the target and the projectile. One integrates over the coordinate

space for both particles to get:41'99

Uopt = J j pp(rp)pt(rt) Tpt(f
f+ rp - ft) . 6.12

The p are the densities; the r the spatial coordinates of the particles; T the T-matrix

which has central, spin-orbit and tensor contributions. Knowing the contributions to

the T-matrix, a phenomenological form for the optical potential can be proposed:

Uopt = VC~ Vof(r,Ro,ao) - iWof(r,Rw,aw)

+2a - L{^)-^ [vsof(r, Rvso, aVSO) + iWsof(r, Rwso, aWso)] MeV . 6.13

Here the / are Fermi functions with a radius and a diffuseness as parameters to be fitted.

The V and W are real and imaginary strength parameters, respectively. All radii,

diffusenesses, and depths may be different for each component of the potential. The

first term is simply the Coulomb term and is the potential for a homogeneously charged

sphere. The subscripts '0' and 'SO' stand for 'central' and 'spin-orbit', respectively.

Fitting to elastic scattering data100 one obtains:

Vo = 3.02, r0 = 1.302, OQ = 0.608

Wo = 44.97, rw = 1.045, aw = 0.589

VSo = 1-48, rvso = 1.055, aVso = 0.811

Wso = -3.16, TWSO = 0.94, awso = 0.667 , 6.14

where all strengths are given in MeV; all radii and diffusenesses in fermis. With these

parameters, distorted incoming and outgoing wave-functions are derived from Uopt using

the time independent Schrodinger wave equation.
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Inspection of equations 2.18 and 2.40 reveals that the Dij are ratios of partial cross-

sections to the full scattering cross-section. In general, the partial cross-section for any

transition is given by:

- [ \ j;%n 6{E-"is) 615

where the k represent the initial and final momenta and T,/ is the transition amplitude

Tif =< <$>si>s\T\4>i4>i > 6.16

between the initial and final states. The initial (final) state is described by the prod-

uct of initial (final) states of the yl-nucleon target, \i/>{ > (\i/>j >) , and projectile,

\<j>i > (\<j>f >). r is the multiparticle operator corresponding to the transition in the

(̂ 4 + l)-particle system.

A good approximation for incident energies over 100 MeV is that the projectile

interacts with only a single nucleon in the target (a one-step process). In this case the

multiparticle operator r can be replaced by an effective projectile-target interaction:

w 6.17

where VPJ- is the interaction between the projectile and the jth nucleon in the .A-nucleon

nucleus. A local potential is proposed, allowing the separation of the full interaction

into a reaction part, Vjv, and a nuclear structure contribution, /»,•/, yielding:

Tif =< 4>f*f\ UrVjp{r- fp)
J

. A

=<4>s\ d3rVjp(f-rp) <^f\J2S(r-rjM>\<f>i> 6.18
3=1

allowing one to isolate the nuclear structure part by introducing the transition density:

A

\> 6.19

Thus

Tif = < <t>f\Jd3rVjp(r- rp) pif(r)\<f>i > 6.20
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and a form factor for the transitions may also be defined:

Uif(rP) = fd?rVjp(r- rp) pif(r) . 6.21

This is a good point at which the pieces of the entire calculation can be put together.

As mentioned recently, the Dij are derived from cross-sections (equations 2.18 and

2.40). These in turn are expressed in terms of the transition amplitude, T,j, (equation

6.16). In a DWIA calculation101 the transition amplitude is evaluated (equation 6.20)

by sandwiching the form factor, (7,y, between distorted projectile wave-functions which

are derived from the distorted optical potential (equation 6.13). Calculation of the form

factor (equation 6.21) requires knowledge of the reaction part, Vpj, also known as the

effective interaction, which is taken to be the T-matrix in the impulse approximation.

It also requires knowing the transition density, />,/, which is calculated using the RPA

formalism and given by equation 6.5. In an RPA calculation one needs an expression

for the residual interaction (equations 6.7 and 6.11). The results of such calculations

are presented in the next section.

6.3 Results

To see the effect of distortions on the spin observables one must compare calculations

in the DWIA with those in the PWIA. The results of doing such calculations80 at 500

and 580 MeV with the momentum transfers used in the experimental work described

in Chapter 4 are displayed in Figures 6.1-3. A p + a/-exchange form for the residual

interaction was used and the method of the previous section followed.

At 500 MeV and q=0.55 far1 there is little difference between the DWIA and PWIA

calculations in the region of the data in the transverse channel (asO.005) but a large

difference in the longitudinal (as 0.08). These differences are particularly small and large

when compared to the free values: 5% decrease and 200% increase, respectively. Both

the PWIA and DWIA calculations predict an enhancement in the transverse channel,

but only the DWIA calculation predicts an SL enhancement. Substantially enhanced

Snn values are predicted when distortions are included, whereas slightly enhanced values

result from PWIA calculations. (The PWIA calculations, of course, show the effects
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Figure 6.1: Experimental values are compared to DWIA (solid) and PWIA (dash)
calculations in the RPA framework for *°Ca(p,p) at E(,eam=500MeV, $ = 5.5°. EVee
NN values are shown by the dotted curves.
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Figure 6.2: Experimental values are compared to DWIA (solid) and PWIA (dash)
calculations in the RPA framework for 40Ca(p,p) at EieOTO=580MeV, $ = 8.5°. Free
NN values are shown by the dotted curves.
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Figure 6.3: Experimental values are compared to DWIA (solid) and PWIA (dash)
calculations in the RPA framework for 40Ca(p,p) at E6eom=580MeV, $ = 8.5°. free
NN values are shown by the dotted curves.
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of nuclear structure on the free response.) The DWIA calculations describe the data

moderately well.

At the higher energy but at the same momentum transfer the predictions are qual-

itatively the same in the region of the data. The most noticeable difference lies in the

transverse channel, where distortions cause a greater reduction from the PWIA pre-

dictions than at the lower energy. The free values of Sx,/Sr are less than one. This

inequality is preserved in the PWIA predictions, but with the DWIA the ratio equals

unity at 500 MeV and exceeds it at 580 MeV.

At q=0.85 fm-1 and 580 MeV values smaller than free values are observed; values

larger than or equal to free values are predicted by the DWIA calculations. PWIA

calculations predict the free values for SL and Sy at w=35 MeV. Upon inclusion of

distortions the longitudinal channel is predicted to be enhanced; the transverse not.

Distortions have almost no effect in the transverse channel. At this momentum transfer

there is very poor agreement between the two calculations and the data. Notice that the

values involved here are all small (<0.02). Upper limits set on the size of reaction effects

in Chapter 5 are 0.01 to 0.02. Systematic errors are about the size of the statistical

errors shown (« 0.01).

These PWIA and DWIA calculations have mixed success in explaining the present

data. Distortions go far in accounting for the enhanced values observed at the smaller

momentum transfer. Neither calculation explains the possibly problematic data at

q=0.85 fin"1.

6.3.1 Snn at 300 and 800 MeV

In this sub-section we extend the testing of the distortion model to other energies at

which data exist. The reader will recall from Chapter 1 that Snn data exist at 318

and 800 MeV. Calculations were also done at these energies with momentum transfers

q=0.56 fm"1 and 0.85 fin"1 (see Figure 6.4). Both PWIA and DWIA calculations are

shown so that the effects of distortion can be seen. The free NN values have been

included for convenience in discussing enhancements.

At 318 MeV and q=0.5 fm"1 the experimental enhancements at large excitation are
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Figure 6.4: Distorted(solid) and plane wave(dashed) calculations of Snn at 318 MeV
and 800 MeV at q=0.5 and 0.9 fm"1 for 40Ca(p,p) scattering. Free NN values (dotted)
are also shown. The calculations are from Ref. 80; the data from Refs. 14 and 15.
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partially explained by the inclusion of distortions. The DWJA calculation does not fully

account for the observed spin strength, but does predict enhanced values above u?=25

MeV. This calculation reproduces the low excitation data well. At the same energy,

but larger momentum transfer, all of the data are well described, including the slight

enhancement (0.03) above w=30 MeV. In the harder collision the effect of distortion is

smaller than at q=0.5 fm"1.

At the higher incident energy, the observed enhancement of Snn is partially explained

by both PWIA and DWIA calculations. The PWIA model does better since distortions

reduce predicted Snn values. At both momentum transfers the effects of distortions are

small (<0.02), supporting the idea that reaction effects can be neglected. As at 318

MeV the q=0.9 fin"1 data are well described by the DWIA calculation (with a slight

enhancement above u>=30 MeV).

The RPA calculation including distortions does well in predicting the large momen-

tum transfer data at both 318 and 800 MeV; it goes part of the way to explaining the

enhancements observed in the softer collisions at both incident energies. Distortions

play a bigger role at 318 MeV than at 800 MeV.

6.3.2 S i / S r

Before the present work around 500 MeV began, predictions and data were available

only for Snn at small momentum transfers. In this work the longitudinal and transverse

components were measured and are examined in an attempt to determine in which

channel Snn enhancement occurs. This is the first attempt at measuring St and Sr

at small momentum transfers; however, work had previously been done34'35 at a large

momentum transfer (q=1.75 fm"1).

How SL and Sr values may be compared to the spin response of the nucleus in the

longitudinal and transverse channels is now discussed. Using the same ansatz as in

equation 1.3 one may write:

at = oASt = 4reeM<l,u)NeJj = °irteS{T"h{q,u>)NeJJ 6.22a

§ A$ 4 f p ) N e f J 6.226
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where <T; are partial cross-sections, Nefj is the effective number of interacting nucleons

and ft(q,u) are the nuclear response funtions defined by:

Jst

= I
Jst

u - En), 6.23a
states

< n\f(r)a X qe'«-r|0 > \26(u - En) . 6.23b
Jstates

The integration is a summation over discrete states and an integration over the contin-

uum, / ( r ) is an absorption function. Now

Sr S^ree //,

The ratio on the left-hand side is determined experimentally; the first ratio on the

right-hand-side can be derived from the M-matrix (= E2/F2). Therefore, fi/fy c&n be

inferred. Free values for incident energies of 500 and 580 MeV were calculated76 and

/L/IT derived at q=0.55 fm"1 at w w 35MeV. /L/JT is plotted in Figure 6.5.

Due to doubts about the accuracy of determining free NN quantities from phase-shift

solutions, the calcium data at q=1.75 fm"1 were normalized to data from a deuterium

target, doing away with the need for calculated free NN values. The ratio of the

longitudinal to transverse response, fa/fr, was thus determined entirely experimentally.

In order to make a rough comparison between the q=1.75 fm -1 datum and the

q=0.55 fm"1 points, calculations of the free values were done at q=1.75 fm"1; the

differently calculated values at 1.75 fin"1 are most similar (0.59 and 0.64), placing

some confidence in the calculated free NN values and the data at 0.55 fm"1.

If, instead of simply using the present u> = 35MeV data, the values for w=31 MeV

and u>=39 MeV are included in an average value, the values at q=0.55 fm"1 decrease:

from 4.66 to 3.75±0.55 at 500 MeV, and from 4.73 to 4.24±0.73 at 580 MeV. These

average values have reduced error bars and are still significantly larger than unity.

The high value for the ratio / t / / r at low momentum transfer is largely explained by

distortion considerations: the RPA calculations under the DWIA predict values of 2.86

at 500 MeV and 2.79 at 580 MeV for JL/IT- Clearly the effects of distortion are large

and cannot be neglected at small momentum transfers, where the quasi-elastic peak falls

below excitations energies normally associated with collective resonances (15-30 MeV).
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This is in agreement with the suspicions of Carey, et al.,34 who also collected data for

hih for 208Pb at q=1.75 fin"1, hlfr for lead is comparable to that for 40Ca at

the same momentum transfer, also being less than unity even up to u; «100MeV. This

indistiguishability between nuclei is expected since JLI/T only involves basic nuclear

structure.

6.3.3 Distorted a and the effect on Rs

Acknowledging the importance of distortions in explaining the present data near 500

MeV, a re-examination of the assumptions which went into formulating equations 1.2-4

is necessary. For the sleepy reader the assumptions are repeated here: a in the nucleus

was assumed to be equal to its free value, a^ree; Snn was taken to be insensitive to

reaction effects such as Fermi motion, relativity, distortion, multi-step processes and

the like.

Figure 6.6 shows values for aA~40 calculated80 in the DWIA using the RPA formal-

ism to describe nuclear excitations, and a^ree calculated76 using equation 5.23. Above

30 MeV of excitation there is little structure and no sign of a fall-off in the in-nucleus

values. The in-nucleus values for a are larger than the free values by approximately

50% at the smaller momentum transfer at u = 35MeV; about 100% at q=0.85 fm"1. If

the calculation is correct, then one can conclude that the approximation of the equality

of a and a^ree is not good. There is some cause for concern since a does not depend

strongly on angle. Recall that the two-body spin-orbit part of the calculation is only

included in an approximate way.

The relative spin response derived from the present data may now be recalculated

using the distorted RPA value for a. The results are displayed in Table 6.1. The ratios

°i " / °o ' a r e t n o s e fr°m Table 5.4, and are still used in this calculation. The values

of Rs calculated using a/ree are included for comparison. The large differences between

a / r " and aA=4° («50%) result in a much smaller difference between the derived values

for Rs using a/ree and using aA=*° («25%). However, using the calculated a values

decreases Rs, moving the present data further from the Rs values for data at other

incident energies. However, one should remember that the Rs values calculated from
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Figure 6.6: The spin-flip probability for AS=1 transitions at E4eam=500MeV, q=0.56
fin"1. The solid line indicates the spin-flip probability for AS=1 transitions calculated
in an RPA formalism with distortions for 40Ca; the dashed line the free value for NN
scattering76.
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Beam Energy
497 MeV

581 MeV

v (MeV)
31
35
39
31
35
39

afree

0.36

0.32

aA=4O

0.55

0.52

R5(a' r ee)
0.69
0.79
0.80
0.77
0.82
0.89

Rs(a*=40)
0.52
0.61
0.62
0.60
0.65
0.73

Table 6.1: Relative spin response, Rs, calculated using DWIA RPA values for a at
q=0.55fm~a compared to values calculated using free NN values for a. The momentum
transfer is 0.55fm~1 and the excitation energy 35 MeV.

the data at 318 and 800 MeV used a^Tee, and not aA in their calculation.

A difficulty is now presented. Nuclear structure should be independent of incident

energy and so R$ curves at different incident energies should have the same shape. The

low momentum transfer data in Figure 5.9 provide strong evidence for this; the 318,

497, 581 and 800 MeV all coincide in the region of overlap. One is inclined to conclude

that the assumptions about a and robustness are good. However, the predicted effect

of distortions on SL, ST and Snn is not negligible. This, in turn, undermines the

robustness premise. Further, the model supplying these predictions also supplies an in-

nucleus calculated value for a which is distinctly different from a/ree. The a assumption

is now incorrect. With the new knowledge on hand, the Rs values are re-evaluated and

found to no longer coincide with the values at 318 and 800 MeV.

Does this now mean that Rs is not determined solely by nuclear structure? Not

necessarily; since distortions seem to have a sizeable effect at both 318 and 800 MeV, it

is possible that for these data a ^ a^T" and so the recalculated Rs may coincide with

the 500 and 580 MeV values.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

In the Introduction measurements of spin-flip probabilities at 318 and 800 MeV were

discussed. They were not fully understood at the commencement of the present work,

and it was hoped that this thesis would provide a consistent explanation of enhanced

spin-flip strength at small momentum transfers and high excitation energies over an

incident energy range from around 300 to 800 MeV. Filling in the gap, experimental

data taken at incident energies of 497 and 581 MeV confirmed enhanced Snn values at

a momentum transfer near O.Sfm"1, for w around 35 MeV. The observed enhancement

(by a factor of two) was roughly as anticipated from the 318 (50% enhancement) and

800 MeV (factor of four) data. An unexplained reduction in Snn is observed in data at

q=0.85fm~1 where Snn was slightly above the free values at 318 and 800 MeV; further

work should be done on reducing the larger errors at this momentum transfer.

Following the procedure used in the analyses of the 318 and 800 MeV data, we found

that the enhanced Snn values at q=0.56fm~x yielded relative spin responses consistent

with those at other energies, supporting the idea that the enhancement is truly a nuclear

structure effect. This consistency also added credibility to the assumption that Snn for

a nucleus is unchanged from its free values by nuclear reaction effects such as Fermi

motion, relativity, distortion, and multi-step processes.

Arguments had previously been advanced that exhaustion of AS=0 strength at low

u> would increase Snn &t high u> and thus, partially, explain the enhanced Snn. This

would suggest equal enhancements in both SL and Sr components of Snn. Near 500 MeV

we were able to determine S/, and Sy by measuring all the spin transfer observables. A

far larger enhancement was observed in the longitudinal channel than in the transverse

one, apparently contradicting this expectation.
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We were thus led to re-examine the robustness of Snn- Effects of the nuclear reaction

mechanism were evaluated near 500 MeV. The effects of relativity and two-step pro-

cesses were determined to be small, in agreement with estimates at 318 and 800 MeV.

Two calculations which estimated the effects of Fermi motion gave conflicting results.

They agreed roughly on their predictions for the D^ values, but not on the effect of

including or excluding Fermi motion, so further work on this effect is suggested. In any

case, neither calculation was able to explain the very different enhancements in Si, and

ST- Before the present work began, approximate calculations of distortion effects at

q«0.5 fm"1 indicated they were small. However, second random phase approximation

(SRPA) impulse approximation (IA) calculations for a finite nucleus have just been

carried out by Unkelbach and Wambach80'81. Comparing predictions based on this

model with the data for Snn, Sx, and Sj, one sees that inadequate spin enhancement is

predicted in both S^ and Snn when plane waves (PW) are used, but that the use of dis-

torted waves (DW) remedies this. The transverse channel is not particularly sensitive

to distortions. At least at 500 MeV, these calculations suggest that distortions explain

the anomalous ratio of SL/ST-

The assumption that the spin-flip probability of pure AS=1 transitions (a) in the

nucleus was equal to its free NN scattering value was also challenged: DWIA-SRPA

calculations predicted significantly larger nuclear values, partly due to distortions and

partly due to nuclear structure. These higher values lead to a decrease in the spin

response ratio values, Rs, making them inconsistent with the values derived from the

318 and 800 MeV data. If these calculations are correct, it seems that the spin response

ratio used so far is a distorted form of the real nuclear spin response ratio.

DWIA-SRPA calculations at 318 and 800 MeV also showed distortions to be signifi-

cant, but still do not explain the full magnitude of Snn at these energies. It is reasonable

to expect that the calculated values for a at these energies will differ from their free

values. It is suggested that these be calculated and spin response ratios recalculated to

remove the effects of distortions so that a consistent comparison can be made between

all the data. It is not clear now why Snn is reasonably well explained at 500 MeV but

not at 318 or 800 MeV.
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SRPA plane wave calculations which do not include distortions also predict Snn

values larger than those in free NN scattering. This suggests that nuclear correlations

cause some enhancements. They seem inadequate in fully describing the data, but

nevertheless imply that the nucleus does not simply act as a collection of free nucleons.

Plane wave calculations of a predict a value different from a*™. Further evidence that

the nucleus acts collectively is that spin response ratios are consistently larger than the

value for a Fermi gas.

Initially, the task was to determine whether the Snn enhancement observed was

due to nuclear structure or merely an effect in the reaction mechanism. The answer

seems to be somewhere in between, since part of the enhancement is predicted by a

PWIA calculation with SRPA correlations, and part by the inclusion of distortions in

an identical calculation. If the entire enhancement is simply due to nuclear structure,

the PWIA predictions would coincide with the data. If the entire enhancement is due

to distortions alone, then the DWIA calculation would coincide with the data, while

the PWIA values would coincide with the free values. If Snn is robust then the PWIA

and DWIA calculations would agree. Clearly none of the above hold.

It is observed that the enhancement in Snn around 500 MeV stems predominantly

from an enhancement of the nuclear spin response in the longitudinal channel S/,,

which is mediated by T exchange. A small enhancement is observed in the transverse

channel, which is mediated by p exchange. Further theoretical work is needed to explain

how T-meson exchange is enhanced by the nuclear medium, while />-meson exchange is

barely so. One explanation is that distortions affect S/, more than Sy since the pion

has a longer range than the />-meson and so may penetrate the nucleus more deeply.

However, distortion corrections have a number of contributions, the major one being

from spin-orbit distortions which are not related to penetration of the nucleus. It seems

unreasonable to attribute the large distortion effect on Si to a penetrating phenomenon,

when this phenomenon forms only a small portion of the entire distortion effect.

The ratio of the longitudinal to transverse spin response functions was derived.

When normalizing to free values derived from a fit of the Love-Franey T-matrix to

the Arndt data base, a value near four was obtained for this ratio at a momentum
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transfer of 0.5 fm *. The only other experimental datum for this ratio was measured

at q=1.75 fm"1 and is smaller than unity, generating great interest. The DWIA-SRPA

calculation for a finite nucleus presented in Chapter 6 explains the large value observed

at small q. Other calculations at q=1.75 fm"1 predict a decrease in the ratio when

distortions axe included. It would be insightful if these different calculations were

run with common experimental parameters. This should assist in reaching a single

consistent model which could explain the full q dependence of the normalized SL/ST

ratio.

Of a more experimental nature, it is thought that measurements of full sets of spin

transfer observables for a range of momentum transfer would be most useful in adding

to the understanding of the full q behavior of the ratio SL/ST, normalized by the

free ratio. Increased experimental beam polarization, longer data collection times, and

optimized spin precession would do much to improve measurements similar to those

described in this thesis. Necessarily, all data should be collected with small enough

error bars to allow definitive statements to made. With such data the promise made in

the introduction of a consistent description of SL/ST may be more accessible. In spite

of the present data and the progress made thus far there is a long way to go.
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Appendix A

Test File

Test file used by the Q-system during data acquisition and replay.

;fppl080.tst ( use with fppl080.hst ) 3/10/89 aag

/TE:180/BL:2/IB:7/IG:15

; Particle Identification / MBD tests / Spin direction

J

1,IBOX 1, ;PID1 (PROTON PART 1, FROM PHS1 VS. TOF S2 TO SP1)

2.IBOX 2, ;PID2 (PROTON PART 2, FROM PHS1 VS. TOF S2 TO SP2)

3,GA 55,100,2500, ;NORMAL

4,GA 56,100,2500, ;REVERSE

5,GA 59,-25000,-24000, ;MBD TESTS SKIPPED WOULD HAVE FAILED

6,GA 59,-13000,-12000, ;MBD TESTS SKIPPED WOULD HAVE PASSED

7.IOR 5,6, ;MBD TESTS SKIPPED (PASS OR FAIL)

8,IOR 1,2, ;PID = PID1 + PID2

9,AND 8,7, ;PID * MBD TESTS SKIPPED

10,AND 9,3, ;PID * MBD TESTS SKIPPED * NOR

11,AND 9,4, ;PID * MBD TESTS SKIPPED * REV

; Check the chambers are working

r

12,GA 151,1,45, ;X-PLANE DRIFT TIME CHAMBER 1

13,GA 152,1,45, ;X-PLANE DRIFT TIME CHAMBER 2

14,GA 153,1,45, ;X-PLANE DRIFT TIME CHAMBER 3

15.GA 154,1,45, ;X-PLANE DRIFT TIME CHAMBER 4

16.GA 155,1,45, ;X-PLANE DRIFT TIME CHAMBER 5

17.GA 156,1,45, ;X-PLANE DRIFT TIME CHAMBER 6
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18.GA 157,1,45, ;X-PLANE DRIFT TIME CHAMBER 7

19.GA 158,1,45, ;X-PLANE DRIFT TIME CHAMBER 8

20,GA 211,1,45, ;Y-PLANE DRIFT TIME CHAMBER 1

21,GA 212,1,45, ;Y-PLANE DRIFT TIME CHAMBER 2

22.GA 213,1,45, ;Y-PLANE DRIFT TIME CHAMBER 3

23.GA 214,1,45, ;Y-PLANE DRIFT TIME CHAMBER 4

24,GA 215,1,45, ;Y-PLANE DRIFT TIME CHAMBER 5

25.GA 216,1,45, ;Y-PLANE DRIFT TIME CHAMBER 6

26,GA 217,1,45, ;Y-PLANE DRIFT TIME CHAMBER 7

27,GA 218,1,45, ;Y-PLANE DRIFT TIME CHAMBER 8

28.GA 301,-20,020, ;DIFF CORR POSITION X12

29,GA 302,-20,020, ;DIFF CORR POSITION X34

30.GA 303,-20,020, ;DIFF CORR POSITION X56

31.GA 304,-20,020, ;DIFF CORR POSITION X78

32,GA 306,-20,020, ;DIFF CORR POSITION Y12

33.GA 307,-20,020, ;DIFF CORR POSITION Y34

34,GA 308,-20,020, ;DIFF CORR POSITION Y56

35.GA 309,-20,020, ;DIFF CORR POSITION Y78

; Carbon scattering tests

1

36.GA 268,-174,174, ;THETASCATT OK ( -2DEG< THTSC< 2DEG)

37.GA 288,-4188,0, ;FPP DOWN SCATTER ( -24DEG< XANGC< 0DEG)

38.GA 288,0,4188 ;FPP UP SCATTER ( 0DEG< XANGC<24DEG)

39.GA 289,-3665,0, ;FPP LEFT SCATTER ( -21DEG< YANGC< 0DEG)

40,GA 289,0,3665, ;FPP RIGHT SCATTER ( 0DEG< YANGC<21DEG)

41,GA 290,960,3665, ;THETACARBON OK ( 5.5DEG<THETAC<21DEG)

42,GA 290,2007,3665, ;LARGE THETACARBON (11.5DEG<THETAC<21DEG)

43,GA 294,090,110, ;CONE TEST PASSED

44.GA 295,090,110, ;PHI+PI TEST PASSED

t

; Boxes set on dotplots

j

45.IBOX 4, ;XF VS THKLDG TO DEFINE GOOD THETAF ACCEP
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46.IBOX 5, ;DCLOSE VS ZCLOSE TO DEFINE C BLOCKS

47.IBOX 6, ;THTTGT VS PHITGT TO CUT SMALL PHI SCATS

48.IBOX 7, ;XF VS YTGT TO DEFINE GOOD BEAM SPOT

»

; Gates

49JGATE 1, ;INDIRECT GATE 1 (set on missing mass)

50,IGATE 2, ;INDIRECT GATE 2

51.IGATE 3, INDIRECT GATE 3

52.IGATE 4, ;INDIRECT GATE 4

53.IGATE 5, ;INDIRECT GATE 5

54.IGATE 6, ;INDIRECT GATE 6

55.IGATE 7, ;INDIRECT GATE 7

56.IGATE 8, ;INDIRECT GATE 8

57.IGATE 9, ;INDIRECT GATE 9

58,IGATE 10, INDIRECT GATE 10

59.IGATE 11, .INDIRECT GATE 11 (for elas peak on missing mass )

>

; Collective chamber tests

70.AND 12,13,14,15,20,21,22,23,28,29,32,33, ;CHAMBERS 1-4 XY OK

71.AND 16,17,18,19,24,25,26,27,30,31,34,35, ;CHAMBERS 5-8 XY "

72.AND 70,71,

74,AND 72,9,

75,AND 74,3,

76.AND 74,4,

77,AND 74,5,

78.AND 74,6,

79.AND 72,8,-7,

80.AND 72,42,

81.AND 70,9,3,

82.AND 70,9,4,

;ALL CHAMB OK

,ALL CHAMB OK* PID * MBDTSTS SKPD

;ALL CHAMB OK* PID * MBDTSTS SKPD * NOR

;ALL CHAMB OK* PID * MBDTSTS SKPD * REV

;ALL CHAMB OK* PID * MBDTSTS SKPD (F)

;ALL CHAMB OK* PID * MBDTSTS SKPD (P)

;ALL CHAMB OK* PID * MBD NOT SKIPPED

,ALL CHAMB OK* LARGE THETAC

;FRONT CHAMB OK * PID * MBDTST SKPD * NOR

;FRONT CHAMB OK * PID * MBDTST SKPD * REV

; Standard good event tests
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90.AND 8,70,45,47,48, ;SGB = PID * CH1-4 * BOX4 * BOX6 • BOX 7

91.AND 90,7, ;SGE * MBD SKIPPED (PASS OR FAIL)

92.AND 91,3, ;SGE * MBD SKIPPED (PASS OR FAIL) * NOR

93.AND 91,4, ;SGE * MBD SKIPPED (PASS OR FAIL) * REV

94.AND 90,5, ;SGE * MBD SKIPPED (F)

95.AND 90,6, ;SGE * MBD SKIPPED (P)

96.AND 90,3, ;SGE * NOR

97.AND 90,4, ;SGE * REV

; Focal-plane polarimeter good event tes.

>

98.AND 90,71,46,41, ;FGE = SGE * CH5-8 * CBLOCK * THTC

99.AND 98,3, ;FGE * NOR

100.AND 98,4, ;FGE * REV

101.AND 98,36,43,3, ;FGE * THETASCATT * CONE * NOR

102.AND 98,36,43,4, ;FGE * " * " * REV

103.AND 98,36,44,3, ;FGE * " * PHI+PI * NOR

104,AND 98,36,44,4, ;FGE * " * " * REV

105.AND 98,39, ;FGE LEFT = FGE * FPP LEFT SCAT

106,AND 105,36,44,3, ;FGE LEFT * THETASCATT * PHI+PI * NOR

107.AND 105,36,44,4, ;FGE LEFT * THETASCATT * PHI+PI * REV

108.AND 105,36,43,3, ;FGE LEFT * THETASCATT * CONE * NOR

109.AND 105,36,43,4, ;FGE LEFT * THETASCATT * CONE * REV

110.AND 98,40, ;FGE RIGHT = FGE * FPP RIGHT SCAT

111.AND 110,36,44,3, ;FGE RIGHT * THETASCATT * PI+PHI * NOR

112.AND 110,36,44,4, ;FGE RIGHT * THETASCATT * PI+PHI * REV

113.AND 110,36,43,3, ;FGE RIGHT * THETASCATT * CONE * NOR

114,AND 110,36,43,4, ;FGE RIGHT * THETASCATT * CONE * REV

115.AND 98,38, ;FGE UP = FGE * FPP UP SCAT

116.AND 115,36,44,3, ;FGE UP * THETASCATT * PHI+PI * NOR

117.AND 115,36,44,4, ;FGE UP * THETASCATT * PHI+PI * REV

118.AND 115,36,43,3, ;FGE UP * THETASCATT * CONE * NOR

119.AND 115,36,43,4, ;FGE UP * THETASCATT * CONE * REV
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120.AND 98,37, ,FGE DOWN = FGE * FPP DOWN SCAT

121,AND 120,36,44,3, ;FGE DOWN * THETASCATT * PI+PHI * NOR

122.AND 120,36,44,4, ;FGE DOWN * THETASCATT * PI+PHI * REV

123.AND 120,36,43,3, ;FGE DOWN * THETASCATT * CONE * NOR

124.AND 120,36,43,4, ;FGE DOWN * THETASCATT * CONE * REV

130.AND 49,98

131.AND 50,98

132.AND 51,98

133.AND 52,98

134.AND 53,98

135.AND 54,98

136.AND 55,98

137.AND 56,98

138,AND 57,98

139.AND 58,98

;GATE 1 AND FGE

;GATE 2 AND FGE

;GATE 3 AND FGE

;GATE 4 AND FGE

;GATE 5 AND FGE

;GATE 6 AND FGE

;GATE 7 AND FGE

;GATE 8 AND FGE

;GATE 9 AND FGE

;GATE 10 AND FGE
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